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Abstract 

The most dominant theory of human social cognition, the Theory of Mind hypothesis, 

emphasises our ability to infer the mental states of others. After having represented the mental 

states of another person, however, we can also have an idea of how well our thinking aligns 

with theirs, and our sensitivity to this alignment may guide the flow of our social interactions. 

Here, we focus on the distinction between ‘mindreading’ (inferring another’s mental 

representation) and detecting the extent to which a represented mental state of another person 

is matching or mismatching with our own (mental conflict monitoring). We propose a 

reframing for mentalising data of the past 40 years in terms of mental conflict monitoring 

rather than mental representation. Via a systematic review of 51 false belief neuroimaging 

studies, we argue that key brain regions implicated in false belief designs (namely, 

temporoparietal junction areas) may methodologically be tied to mental conflict rather than to 

mental representation. Patterns of false belief data suggests that autism may be tied to a subtle 

issue with monitoring mental conflict combined with intact mental representation, rather than 

to lacking mental representation abilities or ‘mindblindness’ altogether. The consequences of 

this view for the larger social-cognitive domain are explored, including for perspective taking, 

moral judgements, and understanding irony and humour. This provides a potential shift in 

perspective for psychological science, its neuroscientific bases, and related disciplines: 

Throughout life, an adequate sensitivity to how others think differently (relational 

mentalising) may be more fundamental to navigating the social world than inferring which 

thoughts others have (representational mentalising). 

 

Keywords: Theory of Mind, temporoparietal junction, autism, false belief, self-other 

distinction.  



 

 

 

Public significant statement: This review synthesises the data on human social cognition 

and argues for a central role of mental conflict monitoring rather than ‘mindreading’ in social 

development and interaction. It suggests that people on the autism spectrum may be well able 

to grasp what others think, in contrast to popular and scientific belief, while they may 

experience more subtle issues after this with monitoring the extent to which others are thinking 

differently from themselves. Throughout life, an adequate processing of the extent to which 

others are on the same page may be more fundamental to navigating the social world than 

inferring mental states of others. A lay summary can also be found in the Section ‘Relational 

mentalising in everyday life’. 

  



 

After four decades of research into Theory of Mind, neuroscientists and psychologists 

have come to accept that inferring the content of others’ mental states or ‘mindreading’ may 

be the human brain’s foremost activity when interacting with other people (Baron-Cohen, 

Leslie, & Frith, 1985). It has been similarly argued that key regions in the brain’s ‘social’ 

network, namely the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) areas, are specifically dedicated to 

representing others’ mental states (Apperly, Samson, Chiavarino, & Humphreys, 2004; 

Samson, Apperly, Chiavarino, & Humphreys, 2004; Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe & Powell, 

2006; Saxe & Wexler, 2005a). “Mindblindness”, a deficiency in mental representation, has 

been one of the primary explanations behind social differences, particularly in autism (Alcalá-

López, Vogeley, Binkofski, & Bzdok, 2019; Baron-Cohen et al., 1985; Lombardo, 

Chakrabarti, Bullmore, & Baron-Cohen, 2011; Senju, Southgate, White, & Frith, 2009). In 

social interactions, however, it is also crucial to be sensitive to the extent that others share 

one’s own understanding of the world, even if one grasps the content of the other’s thinking 

already. In any conversation, the other person’s mental perspective of the world will most 

likely not fully align with ours. This lack of alignment may be important to guiding the flow 

of our interaction with them. Instead of ‘computing what others think’, does focussing on the 

notion of ‘understanding when others think differently’ help to unravel the mechanisms of 

social cognition?  

 

In this theoretical review, we focus on the distinction between inferring the content of 

another’s mental state (henceforth: inferring an other-related mental representation) and 

monitoring the extent to which another’s mental state representation is mismatching with one’s 

own (henceforth: monitoring mental conflict). Importantly, an analogous distinction between 

representation and conflict monitoring on the basis of own- and other-related representations 

has been fundamental to driving innovation in experimental designs and conceptual progress 



 

in the domain of action perception, the other main domain of human social-cognitive research. 

In this field, scientific consensus exists that the representation of others’ actions and 

monitoring conflict between self- and other-related actions are cognitive mechanisms 

investigated by means of critically different experimental designs. In particular, comparing a 

socially incongruent versus congruent condition is used to isolate social conflict monitoring 

processes. In spite of strong empirical, methodological and theoretical links between the 

action perception and Theory of Mind domains, the latter has not yet developed a similar 

theoretical and empirical tradition of understanding socially incongruent (versus congruent) 

data on the level of social conflict monitoring rather than social representation. We will point 

out that this interpretational preference bears on a seminal logical argument about how to 

establish evidence for mental representation, which doesn’t account for how social conflict 

occurring after mental states are represented in the brain may influence experimental 

outcomes. We argue that behavioural and neuroimaging data derived from experimental 

designs commonly used to investigate Theory of Mind are better interpreted in terms of mental 

conflict monitoring (in a relational framework) rather than in terms of inferring mental 

representations (in a representational framework), particularly when the appropriate 

experimental contrasts are used. In this light, we scrutinise the neuroimaging evidence that 

bears on how ‘the contents of other people’s mental states’ are represented in the brain 

(namely, in temporoparietal junction areas; TPJ): The experimental design used in many 

imaging studies, we argue, may better isolate the neural signature of mental conflict 

monitoring instead. 

 

With autism as a clinical test case, we then review the evidence of how mental conflict 

monitoring and mental representation are tied to real-world social experience. The Theory of 

Mind hypothesis of autism (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985), which asserts that individuals on the 



 

autism spectrum have lacking mental representations, has been the most dominant account for 

understanding social difficulties in the past thirty-five years. Centred on the methodological 

arguments that we outline, we argue that the pattern of results across studies using different 

dependent measures better fit an interpretation where individuals on the autism spectrum have 

difficulty coping more specifically when their representation of another person’s mental state 

diverges from their own, with other-related mental representation as such being intact. We 

review evidence that bears on the question of whether mentalising abilities are present in the 

neurotypical brain from early in life, while being affected in the autistic brain around the same 

developmental period, and make a similar point about the study of mentalising processes in 

non-human primates. 

 

In the final section of the paper, we explore the implications of this framework for the 

methodological designs used in the larger social-cognitive domain, contrasting the fields of 

action perception, empathy, and the observation of touch (which initially developed 

representation-only paradigms) against the fields of mentalising, perspective taking, irony, 

humour, sarcasm, lie detection and moral dilemmas (which relied initially on social conflict 

paradigms). Understanding results under a relational rather than a representational framework 

helps to bring clarity to the data in these fields, and may be essential to defining mechanisms 

of social cognition that are shared across domains. Overall, we argue that data patterns over a 

range of methods (neuroimaging, eyetracking, verbal responses, reaction times (RTs)), 

populations (neurotypical, clinical, animal and developmental), and areas of social cognition 

(Theory of Mind, perspective taking, moral decision making, and others) may be interpreted 

more parsimoniously in light of an appropriate distinction between relational and 

representational social cognition. 

 



 

In sum, by emphasising an interactive mechanism of relating others’ mental state to 

ours (relational mentalising) rather than a mechanism of attributing content to them 

(representational mentalising), we aim to introduce a shift in perspective for psychological 

science and related disciplines: The essential ingredient for neurotypical social cognition may 

lie in monitoring alignment with others rather than in inferring social representations, 

mindreading or Theory of Mind as such. 

 

Reframing the Interpretation of Data in the Theory of Mind Domain 

 

Theory of Mind was initially introduced (Premack & Woodruff, 1978) as the ability to 

impute mental states to oneself and others. This definition, which is to date still the most 

widespread, gives weight to what we refer to as inferring a mental representation. The most 

popular experimental design for assessing Theory of Mind abilities is called the false belief 

task. For instance in the Sally-Anne variant of this task (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985), 

participants observe Sally placing an object (typically, a ball) in a box, before leaving the 

scene. After this, Anne moves the ball to a basket and Sally returns. The participant is then 

asked where Sally will look for the ball. Participants with well-developed Theory of Mind 

abilities succeed in predicting Sally’s ball-searching behaviour based on her (false) belief 

about the ball’s location. Henceforth, we will refer to all tasks centred on the Sally-Anne 

design (e.g., where an agent hides an object, which is in absence relocated) as well as designs 

that use false belief manipulations more loosely based on those used in the Sally Anne task 

(e.g., Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe & Wexler, 2005) as false belief tasks. We describe 

mentalising tasks using still other designs (e.g. Castelli, Happé, Frith, & Frith, 2000; Dziobek 

et al., 2006)  in the Section ‘Relational Mentalising: Mirroring Others’ Mental States?’.  

 



 

Historically, the presence of mental conflict in false belief tasks (i.e., the fact that the 

beliefs of Sally and of the participant about where the ball is located are mismatching) was 

considered a methodological necessity or even a methodological artefact for the primary goal 

of understanding individuals’ abilities for representation of others’ mental states. Without it, 

it was reasoned, a participant’s verbal responding would not be informative about their ability 

to represent other people’s mental states (Dennett, 1978): An expression of Sally’s behaviour 

based on her belief wouldn’t be distinguishable from an expression of the participant’s own 

belief or perception of the world. Consequently, empirical data in mentalising tasks are 

typically interpreted in terms of the participants’ abilities to represent the content of another’s 

mental state, i.e., the participant does or does not understand what the other person thinks 

(e.g., Alcalá-López, Vogeley, Binkofski, & Bzdok, 2019; Baron-Cohen et al., 1985; 

Lombardo et al., 2007; Lombardo, Chakrabarti, Bullmore, & Baron-Cohen, 2011; Overwalle, 

2009; Premack & Woodruff, 1978; Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe & Powell, 2006). This has 

contributed more broadly to mindreading or inferring a mental representation being seen as 

the core of human social cognition. 

 

We will illustrate that interpreting false belief data in terms of mental conflict 

monitoring instead of in terms of representation (or in terms of both) may prove crucial to 

understanding data patterns in the mentalising domain, and the mechanisms of social 

cognition more broadly. This puts the weight on mental conflict monitoring rather than mental 

representation as the core cognitive process under examination.  

 

This reframing of data in the mentalising domain leads to three key advances: 

 

First, the most dominant interpretation of the role of the TPJ in mentalising research is 



 

mental representation. In contrast, the methodological argument we present suggests that the 

TPJ may be tied specifically to mental conflict monitoring in the false belief tasks commonly 

used to study Theory of Mind. In addition, we put forward the possibility that TPJ activation 

in other mentalising paradigms may be tied specifically to mental conflict monitoring as well. 

 

Second, the common interpretation of false belief data in terms of mental 

representation has led to the widespread assumption that an atypical effect in false belief 

conditions necessarily signifies lacking mental representations. We explore how variation in 

the patterns of performance across different dependent measures of false belief tasks may 

signify a disturbed monitoring of mental misalignment after having represented mental states, 

not an insensitivity to a mental state per se. This is particularly important for interpreting data 

focusing on populations on the autism spectrum, where data in false belief conditions are 

commonly interpreted as evidence for a lack of mental representations or mindblindness (e.g., 

Senju, Southgate, White, & Frith, 2009). We outline a similar argument with respect to lacking 

effects in developmental and non-human primate data. 

 

Third, social conflict tasks are commonly interpreted in terms of representational 

processes in some scientific fields (e.g., the Theory of Mind domain, lie detection, humour 

understanding, moral dilemmas, irony, sarcasm and perspective taking domain) and relational 

processes in other fields (e.g. the action perception domain, touch and empathy domain). This 

conceptual difference may be the consequence mostly of a methodological limitation in the 

former domains, not of actual phenomenological differences necessarily. We discuss how 

aligning these fields in how they interpret comparable social conflict tasks may help to 

advance our understanding of shared mechanisms across different domains of social 

cognition. 



 

 

Representational Versus Relational Interpretations in the Action Perception Domain: A 

Critical Distinction in Designs 

 

With the discovery of the mirror neuron system (Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004; 

Rizzolatti, Fogassi, & Gallese, 2001), researchers started to focus on where and how we may 

neurally represent actions that we observe others performing. Human fMRI studies revealed 

that brain areas implicated in representing one’s own actions such as the premotor cortex and 

somatosensory cortices are also active when observing other people’s actions (Gazzola & 

Keysers, 2009; Keysers et al., 2004; Keysers, Kaas, & Gazzola, 2010). Our brain is thought 

to ‘mirror’ motor as well as tactile aspects of what others experience while they are acting 

(Iacoboni & Dapretto, 2006; Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004). This so-called neural imitation of 

actions was initially emphasised to be a central mechanism for facilitating an intuitive 

understanding of others, such as in understanding their goals and intentions (Rizzolatti & 

Craighero, 2004). Correspondingly, it was hypothesised that deficits in the representation of 

others’ actions could lead to social difficulties in clinical conditions such as autism (known as 

the 'broken mirror neuron' theory of autism; e.g., Williams, Whiten, & Singh, 2004; see Figure 

1). Thereafter, it was found that the human brain experiences action interference when trying 

to perform an action (e.g., a lifting motion of the index finger) that mismatches with an action 

that we simultaneously observe another person performing (e.g., a lifting motion of the middle 

finger; Brass, Bekkering, & Prinz, 2001; Brass, Bekkering, Wohlschläger, & Prinz, 2000; 

Brass, Zysset, & von Cramon, 2001; for a recent meta-analysis on automatic imitation, see 

Cracco et al., 2018). Importantly, it was shown that the human brain engages the TPJ when 

observing an action that mismatches one’s own, establishing a neural mechanism for action 

conflict monitoring (Brass, Derrfuss, & Von Cramon, 2005; Spengler, Bird, & Brass, 2010).  

 



 

Action representation studies compare a condition where another person’s action is 

visible with a baseline condition where no (human) movement is visible, with the participant 

themself performing no action in either case. Such a baseline condition can consist, for 

instance, of viewing similar mechanical movements (e.g., bouncing balls; Oberman, 

Ramachandran, & Pineda, 2008), static images of body parts (Gazzola & Keysers, 2009; 

Martineau, Andersson, Barthélémy, Cottier, & Destrieux, 2010), or scrambled images of body 

parts (Gazzola & Keysers, 2009). This design deliberately reveals neural activity or 

behavioural differences specifically tied to representing the observed action. An atypical 

effect in the action observation versus the control condition, instead, would indicate an issue 

with action representations in the brain of the observer. It is crucial to understand, in contrast, 

that studies of action conflict have methodologically always contrasted a socially incongruent 

condition (i.e., where there is misalignment between our own action and the action we observe 

another performing) with a socially congruent condition (i.e., where our own action is 

identical to the one we observe). In a balanced design, the specific nature of the action (e.g., 

lifting index finger vs. lifting middle finger) is also controlled across the contrast (Brass et al., 

2000). For example, a balanced design might compare two ‘incongruent action’ conditions (I 

perform action A while observing action B; or, I perform action B while observing action A) 

to two ‘congruent action’ conditions (we both perform action A; or, we both perform action 

B). The comparison leaves behind processes related specifically to the conflict between one’s 

own and others’ actions: Such effects are strictly speaking not directly informative about 

whether the individual represents the other-related action, as the difference between both 

conditions consist of a change in alignment between own and other-related actions, not a 

particular action as such. For example, larger RTs and error rates in the socially incongruent 

versus the congruent condition are described in terms of the individual’s ability to deal with 

the conflict inherent in the former condition (Deschrijver, Wiersema, & Brass, 2017; 



 

Deschrijver, Wiersema, & Brass, 2017), and the TPJ activity found in this contrast is tied to 

an action conflict monitoring mechanism (Brass et al., 2005; Spengler, Bird, et al., 2010). 

Likewise, an atypical incongruent versus congruent effect in such a paradigm (e.g., larger RTs 

or less TPJ activity) signifies a lesser monitoring of the misalignment between the two 

conditions, not an absence of action representation per se. Thus, separate experimental 

paradigms are used to isolate action representation and action conflict monitoring (see Figure 

1, left), ensuring that the methodological focus of the designs align with the interpretational 

one. With this approach, the action perception domain has achieved differentiated knowledge 

on how the human brain respectively processes action conflict (i.e., in the TPJ) versus how it 

represents others’ actions per se (i.e., in the mirror neuron system).  

 

Figure 1. Left. Schematic representation of the action perception domain. Action representations are symbolised 

by full circles, in which a light grey circle signifies an absence of an action representation. Dotted circles signify 

the presence of conflict. The most common interpretational focus of the respective tasks is indicated in green, 

their methodological focus in blue. A. In the action representation paradigm, no conflict is elicited between the 

representations (circles) in the experimental action observation condition, as only an other-related but no own 

action representation should be present in the (pre)motor cortex of the observer. The control condition consists 

of a baseline condition where no action is observed nor executed by the participant: There shouldn’t be any own- 

or other-related action representations present in the (pre)motor cortex of the participant. The results of the 

contrast yields activation related to the other-related action. Within this domain, the methodological focus is 

carefully fit to the most common interpretational focus, as both focus on the neural representation of other’s 

actions. The ‘broken’ mirror hypothesis of autism, which proposes an absence of other-related neural 

representations in autism, is symbolised in red. B. In the action conflict task, conflict is implemented between an 



 

own- and an other-related action in the incongruent experimental condition. The control condition, the congruent 

action condition, consists of aligning own- and other-related representations, yielding no action conflict. The 

result of the contrast yields activation related to action conflict only. The methodological focus of this task thus 

aligns with its interpretational one, as both focus on action conflict, not on action representation. Right. Schematic 

representation of the false belief domain. The design of the task is similar to the action conflict task: Diverging 

own and other-related mental representations are compared to aligning ones, if a true belief condition is used as 

a control. Under a traditional representational interpretation framework (see Table 1), the methodological and 

interpretational foci in Theory of Mind are not aligned: The experimental manipulation implements social 

conflict, whereas the data are mainly interpreted in terms of other-related representation abilities. The Theory of 

Mind hypothesis of autism, which asserts lacking other-related representation, is symbolised in red: Scholars 

have most commonly interpreted atypical effects in this task in terms of lacking other-related mental 

representation. 

 

A Representational Versus Relational Interpretation of Social Conflict Data in the False 

Belief Design 

 

From its inception, the understanding of Theory of Mind has leaned towards an 

interpretation primarily in terms of mental representation (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985; Premack 

& Woodruff, 1978). In fact, it is common for data in false belief tasks to be interpreted without 

reference to the role of social conflict. This includes nonverbal measures in false belief tasks, 

such as neuroimaging, behavioural or looking time measures. For instance, brain activity in 

TPJ areas in false belief conditions is typically interpreted as signifying the extent to which a 

participant represents another person’s mental state. Reaction time and looking time 

differences in conditions where the other’s mental state misaligns with the participant’s mental 

state are similarly explained as signifying the extent to which the person represents the other 

mental state (i.e., other-related mental representation), not as showing the extent to which a 

person is processing social conflict (e.g., Gliga, Senju, Charman, & Johnson, 2014; Kovács, 



 

Téglás, & Endress, 2010; Senju et al., 2009). Methodologically, however, the representation 

of others (i.e., Sally and I have a particular mental state) and social conflict monitoring (i.e., 

Sally has a mental state that is conflicting with mine) have been significantly more entangled 

in a false belief paradigm than in an action representation task. Like action conflict tasks, false 

belief tasks can be thought of as social congruency designs: The conflict between one’s own 

mental states and another person’s mental states is analogous to the conflict between one’s 

own actions and another person’s actions. Hence, the methodological focus of false belief 

tasks, which is mental conflict, currently does not correspond with the typical interpretational 

one, which is mental representation (see Figure 1, right).  

 

As described in the previous Section, congruency designs allow foremost for gaining 

knowledge of social conflict processes when a condition is implemented to control for 

representation per se. Methodologically speaking, such a control condition should consist of 

aligning instead of conflicting self- and other-related representations, so that the difference 

between the two entails a change in alignment, not a particular mental state per se. Notably, 

some studies of false belief tasks have implemented such a control condition, which can be 

termed the ‘true belief condition’ in contrast to the primary ‘false belief condition’. The true 

belief condition involves observing another person (e.g., Sally) who has a belief about an 

object’s location that is identical to the participant’s own belief. This experimental design 

bears an obvious similarity with the incongruent versus congruent contrast used in action 

conflict tasks (Brass et al., 2000; Brass, Zysset, et al., 2001). Specifically, the resulting ‘false 

belief’ versus ‘true belief’ contrast compares a socially mismatching condition (e.g., where 

the other person’s mental representation of the situation misaligns with one’s own) with a 

socially matching condition (i.e., where both align). If own- and other-related mental state 

representations are present in both conditions (see further in this Section), the comparison 



 

should be expected to yield insights into the extent to which the brain is processing the conflict 

that is present in the false belief condition, as this is then the only aspect that differs between 

both conditions. This is particularly the case when a balanced design is implemented, which 

controls the specific content of the beliefs across the contrast. For example, a balanced design 

might compare two ‘false belief’ conditions (I believe A and Sally believes B; or, I believe B 

and Sally believes A) to two ‘true belief’ conditions (Sally and I both believe A; or, we both 

believe B; e.g., Bardi, Desmet, Nijhof, Wiersema, & Brass, 2016; Deschrijver, Bardi, 

Wiersema, & Brass, 2016; Kovács, Téglás, & Endress, 2010; Nijhof, Bardi, Brass, & 

Wiersema, 2018).  

 

Why then is data in false belief tasks commonly interpreted in terms of mental 

representation rather than mental conflict, despite the use of a social congruency design? One 

important limitation that mentalising researchers face when trying to assess whether an 

individual possesses the ability to represent other’s mental states, is that the participant will 

have their own mental states which may be used to solve the task. So when Premack and 

Woodruff (1978) proposed Theory of Mind as the ability to impute mental states to oneself 

and others, they aimed to assess whether chimpanzees have an expectation of another’s 

behaviour (e.g., when observing an individual trying to solve a problem) that is better 

explained by mental state representation than from their own habits of thought or knowledge 

about the world (e.g., experienced behavioural regularities in how others act). In a seminal 

argument, Dennett (1978) argued that designs in which the other’s mental state corresponds 

to reality (i.e., in a true belief situation) cannot entirely rule out such alternative explanations: 

In such situations, it was reasoned, you may attribute to them awareness of your model of the 

world without necessarily generating a representation of mental states per se, either yours or 

theirs (e.g., Dennett, 1978; Martin & Santos, 2016; Phillips & Norby, 2019). When the mental 



 

state of another person diverges from their own model of reality (i.e., a false belief situation), 

instead, you need to do the work of imagining what model of the world would have been built 

by the other's partial perception of events (i.e., Sally didn’t perceive the object moving to 

another location), distinct from one’s own model of the world. Other-related mental 

representation was seen as prompted by, but not equivalent to, detecting the conflict between 

one’s own and the other’s perceptual history or awareness (henceforth: perceptual conflict).  

 

It appeared that a number of populations show atypical results in false belief tasks even 

if clearly able to understand true belief situations, for instance young children (Priewasser, 

Rafetseder, Gargitter, & Perner, 2018; Ruffman, 1996; Sodian & Thoermer, 2008; Surian, 

Caldi, & Sperber, 2007), and non-human primates (Hare, Call, & Tomasello, 2001; 

Marticorena, Ruiz, Mukerji, Goddu, & Santos, 2011; for a summary, see Martin & Santos, 

2016). This confirmed for mentalising scholars an intuition that generating someone else’s 

specific representation of the world (i.e., an other-related mental representation) while 

understanding a false belief is a more difficult and qualitatively different process from 

attributing to them the one you have already have, for instance, in a true belief situation (Hare 

et al., 2001; Marticorena et al., 2011; Martin & Santos, 2014, 2016; Rothmayr et al., 2011a; 

Sodian & Thoermer, 2008; Surian et al., 2007). The Theory of Mind domain thus settled on a 

dominant conceptual interpretation of the socially incongruent (i.e., the false belief) condition 

mainly in terms of other-related representation (see Figure 1, right).  From this point of view, 

a false versus true belief comparison is in essence not very different from the methodological 

comparison used in an action observation paradigm: In all dependent measures, the 

experimental condition would yield insights in other-related representation abilities (prompted 

by perceptual conflict), with  the control condition accounting for non-representational 

processes. Because of this, the field subsequently went great lengths to develop control 



 

conditions for the false belief condition that may account for perceptual conflict monitoring. 

Henceforth, we will refer to the lines of thought we just discussed as the ‘representational 

mentalising framework (see Table 1).  

 

Within the action perception domain, the idea that a socially congruent condition (like 

the true belief condition) may not evoke actual other-related representation processes has 

never been on the table (Brass, Bekkering, et al., 2001; Brass et al., 2000, 2005; Brass, Zysset, 

et al., 2001; Spengler, Von Cramon, & Brass, 2009). This seems in part a consequence of this 

domain not being subjected to the aforementioned methodological limitation: A participant’s 

own action representations can be easily controlled when investigating how we represent 

another’s action (i.e., the experimenter makes sure the participant does not move while 

observing this action). The domain thus evidenced early in its history that the human brain 

presumably always mirrors observed actions, regardless of any social conflict (Gazzola & 

Keysers, 2009; Iacoboni & Dapretto, 2006; Keysers et al., 2004; Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004; 

Rizzolatti et al., 2001). In fact, conflict monitoring after representational processes have taken 

place is thought to exist precisely because we seem to mirror others’ actions all the time: We 

represent others’ actions even when they may hinder own action execution. As a consequence, 

scholars prefer to use the congruent action condition to isolate conflict monitoring from in 

nearly all of its studies (for a recent meta-analysis and review see Cracco et al., 2018; Heyes, 

2011). In sum, the action perception domain adopted what we refer to as a relational 

framework for incongruent action condition interpretation (see Table 1).  

 

Distinct conceptual interpretations in different social-cognitive domains for what is 

essentially the same social congruency design is in principle not a problem if the 

characteristics of the psychological processes involved are known to be fundamentally 



 

different. However, there are reasons to think that the processes involved in mentalising and 

action conflict tasks are not. Because performance in action conflict tasks has been found to 

be correlated with TPJ activity while participants engage in mental state attribution (Brass et 

al., 2009; Spengler et al., 2010), it has been argued that a shared mechanism may serve them 

both. Neuromodulation (Hogeveen et al., 2014; Nobusako, Nishi, Nishi, Shuto, & Asano, 

2017; Santiesteban, Banissy, Catmur, & Bird, 2015; Santiesteban, Banissy, et al., 2012; 

Sowden, Wright, et al., 2015), lesion data (Spengler, von Cramon, & Brass, 2010), clinical 

data (Spengler, Bird, et al., 2010) and training paradigms (Santiesteban, White, et al., 2012) 

amongst others have yielded additional evidence for a link between the action conflict and the 

mentalising domain (as well as other domains), often identified as located in the TPJ area. For 

this reason, the TPJ was hypothesised to host a social conflict monitoring mechanism common 

to these domains (Brass et al., 2009; Spengler, Bird, et al., 2010; Spengler et al., 2009) which, 

if it fulfils the same role across domains, should detect and solve the conflict that may arise 

after one represents an other-related representation next to an own-related representation 

irrespective of whether they align.  

 

If applied to the mentalising domain, this is a premise diametrically opposing the idea 

that social conflict detection precedes other-related representation, and that socially aligning 

others (e.g., in a true belief situation) may not be represented at all (Dennett, 1978; Hare et 

al., 2001; Marticorena et al., 2011; Martin & Santos, 2014, 2016; Rothmayr et al., 2011a; 

Sodian & Thoermer, 2008; Surian et al., 2007). Perhaps as a consequence of this, there 

currently seems to exists a paradoxical hybrid theoretical framework in the mentalising 

domain that other-related mental representation is seen as a necessary basis for, and at the 

same time only exists after, social conflict monitoring (Brass et al., 2009; Deschrijver et al., 

2016; Keysar, Lin, & Barr, 2003; Martin & Santos, 2014, 2016; Santiesteban, White, et al., 



 

2012; Santiesteban, Banissy, et al., 2012; Spengler et al., 2009): The conflict monitoring 

mechanism assessing action representations in mirror neuron regions is seen in part as helping 

to define whether the observed body part is one’s own (also referred to as self-other 

distinction), which is thought to be a relatively low-level process that is also overarching and 

assessing conflict between own and other-related mental states represented in the brain. This 

in turn is needed to support the most high-level ability for human social cognition: 

Representing mental states of others (Decety & Lamm, 2007; Sowden & Shah, 2014; 

Spengler, Bird, et al., 2010; Spengler, von Cramon, & Brass, 2010). This interpretation is in 

part reviewed by many authors by now (Banissy & Ward, 2013; Cook, 2014; de Guzman et 

al., 2016; Santiesteban, White, et al., 2012; Santiesteban, Banissy, et al., 2012; Sowden & 

Catmur, 2013; Sowden & Shah, 2014; Sowden, Wright, et al., 2015). Both views on mental 

representation of others seem extensively backed by empirical (Hare et al., 2001; Keysar et 

al., 2003; Marticorena et al., 2011; Sodian & Thoermer, 2008; Surian et al., 2007) and 

theoretical (Brass et al., 2009; Dennett, 1978; Martin & Santos, 2014, 2016; Spengler et al., 

2009) arguments. However, the initial development of the false belief task occurred well 

before a common conflict monitoring mechanism was hypothesized to exist. We thus decided 

to recourse to philosophy and the debate over the fundamentals of Theory of Mind in this 

light. 

 

At the basis of the representational mentalising framework lies Dennett’s historical 

argument (1978) that only evidence for understanding another’s mental state in a false belief 

task (i.e., when it is different from your own) can yield definite evidence for a person having 

mental representation abilities – merely predicting another’s behaviour in a true belief task 

cannot. He added to this that if someone does not adequately responds to a false belief 

condition “the hypothesis that they impute beliefs and desires to (an)other (individual) would 



 

be dealt a severe blow”. Consequently, when an individual fails to pass a false belief task, this 

can be taken by scholars as evidence that they do not possess the ability to represent others’ 

mental state (Hare et al., 2001; Marticorena et al., 2011; Martin & Santos, 2014, 2016; 

Priewasser et al., 2018; Ruffman, 1996; Sodian & Thoermer, 2008; Surian et al., 2007). Yet 

from this initial argument, should this latter conclusion necessarily be true? Note the following 

example: One can say that if I am employed at a university, that is sufficient to conclude that 

I have a job. Yet, if I’m not employed at a university, does that mean that I don’t have a job? 

In this example, it is quite obvious that this isn’t necessarily the case. Hence, if passing a false 

belief task guarantees one to have the ability for mental representation, failing a false belief 

task could indicate that I don’t have this ability, but it doesn’t do so necessarily - especially if 

a plausible alternative exists for why I may fail a false belief task even while having this 

ability. Put simply, passing a false belief task indeed suggests an individual’s mental 

representation abilities to be present, but failing a false belief task doesn’t yield a decisive 

answer on whether those abilities are absent.  

 

Observing a child verbalising their own belief when asked to focus on what the other 

person thinks is a phenomenon so striking that it is understandably hard for us to imagine 

anything other than a lack of mental representations having caused it. If a (shared) mechanism 

exists in the brain that monitors social conflict after the other is represented, that modulates 

the relative expression of own and other-related representations, there may however be an 

alternative. Such a mechanism being less active could affect dependent measures dependent 

on their focus: For instance, when one intends to express an own (action) representation (i.e., 

perform an action), an incompatible other-related action representation would be expected to 

be inadequately suppressed and thus expressed too strongly. This can lead one to execute the 

other-related action representation instead (or to execute the intended action more slowly; 



 

Brass et al., 2009; Sowden, Koehne, Catmur, Dziobek, & Bird, 2015; Spengler, Bird, et al., 

2010; Spengler et al., 2009). In the false belief task, in contrast, the focus of the verbalisation 

measure lies on expressing the other-related (mental) representation (i.e., verbalising Sally’s 

mental state). Remarkably, a lesser active mental conflict monitoring system could yield the 

exact same results as lacking other-related mental representation: Ineffectively suppressing 

one’s own misaligning mental representation to an appropriate extent could interfere with the 

expression of the other’s mental representation, even if adequately representing the other’s 

mental state. One may not respond or verbalise the own mental representation instead (see 

Keysar et al., 2003 for a similar finding of neurotypical adults making errors even while 

representing others). In sum, observing a child (clinical population, or non-human primate) 

atypically performing in a false belief situation shouldn’t necessarily signify lacking other-

related mental representation abilities. See tables 2 and 3 for a summary of the predictions 

under each framework. 

 

Importantly, if participants may fail a false belief task even while possessing mental 

state representation abilities, the notion that the human brain does not use other-related mental 

representation to understand true beliefs (e.g., Martin & Santos, 2016) becomes harder to 

substantiate: It could in principle still be true (the existence of such an alternative 

interpretation would not present evidence against this idea), but it would not be evidenced by 

the observation that certain populations can pass true belief tasks even while performing 

atypically in false belief ones, as the latter would then not indicate lacking mental 

representation abilities necessarily (Hare et al., 2001; Marticorena et al., 2011; Martin & 

Santos, 2016; Priewasser et al., 2018; Ruffman, 1996; Sodian & Thoermer, 2008; Surian et 

al., 2007). It is thus still an empirical question whether true belief conditions used in false 

belief tasks involve the same representational processes as false belief conditions or not.  As 



 

a consequence, it may be the case that other-related mental states are represented regardless 

of the presence of any conflict with own mental states, or of the presence of conflict between 

the own and the other’s perceptual history. Hitherto, scholars haven’t conceptually 

differentiated much between the ideas of perceptual conflict detection potentially occurring 

before other-related mental representation and mental conflict monitoring occurring after both 

own- and other-related mental states are represented. This presumably resulted in the 

paradoxical hybrid framework sometimes implicit to the mentalising domain. Yet, even if 

detecting perceptual conflict detection may help to shape in the observer a neural 

representation of the other’s mental state (regardless of whether it is required for it), the 

potential for mental conflict monitoring occurring after they are represented warrants 

exploring in its own right, as its effects are not accounted for in a representational framework.  

 

Hence, we propose a reframing of mentalising data in terms of mental conflict 

monitoring: Effects derived from a socially incongruent false belief condition could primarily 

yield insights in extent to which the human brain is able to deal with mental conflict, that is, 

on the level of mental conflict monitoring rather than on the level of representation (coinciding 

with perceptual conflict). In sum, we argue for a relational interpretation of mentalising data, 

rather than the representational one that is currently typical for the field. In this view, a shared 

social-conflict monitoring mechanism after another’s mental state (or other social 

information) is represented could be seen as the brain’s most high-level social-cognitive 

ability, instead of inferring another’s mental state or ‘Theory of Mind’ as such. Authors that 

have been working on the common conflict monitoring framework have hitherto not gone as 

far as to reframe data in the false belief task (and in other mentalising tasks) in terms of 

relational mentalising with implications for how we understand autism and the neural 

substrates of social cognition, or to argue that the false versus true belief fMRI contrast may 



 

potentially be suited for isolating mental conflict from mental representation. It is these 

broader implications that we aim to develop in the current paper.  

 

Reconceptualising the Role of Temporoparietal Junction Areas in the False Belief Design 

 

According to meta-analyses, activation in bilateral TPJ and medial prefrontal cortex 

(mPFC) areas is most often observed in imaging studies of Theory of Mind, both in studies 

that used a true belief control condition and in those that did not (Lombardo et al., 2007, 2011; 

Van Overwalle, 2009; Schurz, Aichhorn, Martin, & Perner, 2013; Schurz et al., 2014; Schurz, 

Tholen, Perner, Mars, & Sallet, 2017). Particularly with respect to the TPJ, influential studies 

and meta-analyses in the Theory of Mind domain and beyond have strongly favoured a 

conceptual interpretation of the area as representing someone else’s mental state (Lombardo 

et al., 2007, 2011; Overwalle, 2009; Perner et al., 2007; Samson, 2009; Samson, Apperly, 

Kathirgamanathan, & Humphreys, 2005; Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe & Powell, 2006). 

This has resulted in the hybrid framework sometimes implicit to the domain described above, 

where a relatively ‘low-level’ self-other distinction mechanism localised in TPJ  subserves a 

more complex ‘high-level’ representation of belief states within the Theory of Mind domain 

localised in the very same area (Brass et al., 2009; Lombardo et al., 2007, 2011; Van 

Overwalle, 2009; Samson, Apperly, Chiavarino, & Humphreys, 2004; Saxe & Powell, 2006; 

Sowden & Shah, 2014; Spengler et al., 2010). We instead argue that there are methodological 

reasons to assume that TPJ activity is potentially tied specifically to conflict monitoring even 

in the mentalising domain.  

 

We performed a systematic review that aims to identify all neuroimaging studies 

involving a false belief condition, and categorised those on the basis of the type of control 



 

condition used (see Table 4 for the different types of control conditions). The majority of false 

belief studies did not use a true belief condition as a control (35 out of 51 or 68,6%; listed in 

the Supplementary Materials). Of those, the majority (19 out of 51 studies or 37.2%) chose a 

so-called ‘false photograph’ condition as a control (explained below). The other 16 studies 

that did not implement a true belief control condition (31.4%) implemented for instance 

conditions with stories that merely described physical states of objects, which did not involve 

any mental states or any obvious (perceptual) conflict. This seems to be the result from the 

main interest within the Theory of Mind domain to focus on the human ability to represent 

others’ mental states: Under the representational mentalising framework, the aim is to isolate 

other-related mental representation from perceptual conflict. Efforts were made to specifically 

control for perceptual conflict through the use of a non-mental analogue with physical conflict 

(Perner & Leekam, 2008; Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003; Zaitchik, 1990), which involves two 

representations that are non-mentalistic. In neuroimaging studies using vignettes, it most often 

consists of the false photograph condition: This could read “A photograph was taken of an 

apple hanging on a tree branch. The film took half an hour to develop. In the meantime, a 

strong wind blew the apple to the ground.” Here, a difference exists between the state of the 

world as presented on the photograph, and the state of the world thereafter. The false 

photograph condition was thought to be structurally equivalent to the false belief condition, 

including the presence of conflict, except for the non-mental character of the photographs: 

There exists a visual mismatch between the entities presented in the photograph and the same 

entities in reality (i.e., the apple in the photograph is hanging on a tree branch whereas in 

reality it is on the ground). If the methodological aim is to control for (some) perceptual 

conflict, this may thus prove an appropriate control condition. The conclusion from these 

studies was that the TPJ is involved in mental representation rather than in social conflict 

detection. 



 

 

When the false photograph control conditions were designed (e.g., Perner et al., 2010; 

Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003; Zaitchik, 1990), the first arguments hadn’t been published yet for 

the potential occurrence of a common social conflict monitoring mechanism (Brass et al., 

2009; Spengler et al., 2009), from which one can derive that mental conflict monitoring may 

occur after the own and the misaligning other’s mental state are represented in the brain. In a 

relational framework, a condition aiming to control for all processes but other-related mental 

representation, should evoke in the brain of the observer an own mental representation, and 

conflict between the own- and an other-related mental representation, but without the other 

agent evoking in the observer an other-related mental representation as such (see Figure 1, 

right). Developing such a control is difficult for obvious reasons: How does one generate the 

specific conflict between the own- and an other-related mental representation without 

involving an other-related mental state representation? It may seem unreasonable to insist on 

such a strict control condition, yet without it, one cannot conclude with certainty that results 

in the false belief condition reflect other-related mental representation only. As far as we are 

aware, there is no theoretical or empirical reason to assume that the perceptual conflict in a 

physical conflict condition is identical to or empirically associated with mental conflict (some 

scholars even argue against this, Perner & Leekam, 2008), meaning that such a control 

condition may not control for mental conflict. Mental conflict could perhaps even be thought 

of as non-perceptual, since it most often involves contrasting belief representations about 

something that is not visible (e.g., an object’s hidden location). The false photograph condition 

typically does not involve an own mental state either (it involves only a participant’s visually 

perceiving something), let alone in a balanced way that controls for its particular content. 

Therefore, with the use of such a control, one also cannot disentangle processes related to own 

mental representation from what is eventually the primary interest under a representational 



 

framework: other-related mental representation. When the main aim consists of isolating 

mental conflict from mental representations, however, a methodologically strict control 

condition can be more easily developed, as we will explain in the following paragraph. It is 

for this reason amongst others that we will argue the false belief design to be better suited for 

making claims about mental conflict monitoring abilities.  

 

If true beliefs engage the same representational processes as false beliefs, 

neuroimaging experiments should arguably isolate conflict-monitoring processes when they 

contrast activation in the false belief condition to a balanced true belief condition). Like in the 

action conflict monitoring literature, the socially incongruent versus congruent contrast should 

be thought of as revealing processes specifically related to social conflict, if representational 

processes are filtered out of the contrast. In Table 5, we present the remaining 16 studies of 

our systematic review, which have contrasted a socially incongruent (false) belief condition 

against a socially congruent (true) belief condition, because this is the only contrast that could 

potentially isolate mental conflict monitoring processes from mental representation. Two of 

those studies definitely did not use a balanced design. Though not always readily stated 

withing the manuscript, the remaining 14 or 27.5% of all false belief neuroimaging studies 

may have used a balanced design. Using a balanced design is crucial for assuring that the 

neural activity produced by the contrast is not influenced by the actual content of the 

representations: Similarly, when isolating neural activity tied to action conflict in two 

incongruent conditions involving hand actions (e.g., I perform hand action A while observing 

hand action B; or, I perform hand action B while observing hand action A; Brass et al., 2000, 

2005), one would want in the two congruent conditions to consistently use these same hand 

actions (e.g., we both perform hand action A; or, we both perform hand action B), rather than 

for instance actions with other body parts (e.g., we both perform feet action A; or, we both 



 

perform feet action B). All but three of the 14 studies that presumably did use a balanced false 

versus true belief comparison reported TPJ activity. While it is not uncommon to use a region-

of-interest (ROI) analysis to identify TPJ activity (e.g., Kovács, Kühn, Gergely, Csibra, & 

Brass, 2014; Nijhof et al., 2018), it might be the case that with the use of a ROI analysis, TPJ 

activity would have been detected in some of the studies that did not report such activity.  In 

this light, these data suggest that within the false belief domain TPJ presumably plays a role 

in mental conflict monitoring. Such an interpretation of TPJ activity in false belief tasks was 

hypothesized already in the past, even before the true belief condition gained entry as a control 

in the field (e.g., Mitchell, 2009), but this was not based on the explicit methodological 

argument we make here, and has so far not found general acceptance within the Theory of 

Mind domain. It should be noted here that the neuroimaging contrast between false and true 

belief conditions cannot distinguish between monitoring a degree of conflict (e.g., detecting 

the amount of conflict) and dealing with that conflict (e.g., modulating the expression of own 

versus other-related representations). Table 4 presents a summary of the processes that control 

conditions are thought to isolate under a representational versus relational framework.  

 

It is important to dwell on our methodological arguments, because it means that the 

studies that have been most influential in the Theory of Mind domain for the interpretation of 

TPJ-activity specifically in terms of other-related mental representation only (e.g., Saxe & 

Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe, Schulz, & Jiang, 2006; Saxe & Wexler, 2005a) may not have been 

able to cancel out mental conflict monitoring processes (occurring after other-related mental 

representation) from their contrasts. A minority of neuroimaging studies presumably included 

a balanced false versus true belief design (14 in total, or 27.5% of all false belief fMRI 

studies), which we argue may control for all processes related to mental representation per se. 

Of those, most reported TPJ activity (Boccadoro et al., 2019; Cracco et al., 2020; Döhnel et 



 

al., 2017; Kovács et al., 2014; Nijhof et al., 2018; Özdem, Brass, Schippers, Van der Cruyssen, 

& Van Overwalle, 2019; Özdem, Brass, Van der Cruyssen, & Van Overwalle, 2017; 

Rothmayr et al., 2011b; Sommer et al., 2007, 2018; Wysocka et al., 2020). The implication is 

that activity in TPJ-areas within false belief conditions may be tied to a social conflict 

processing – even for experiments where a balanced true belief condition is not present. Neural 

activations found in the influential studies and their follow-ups that used other controls (37 in 

total, or 72.5%) likely reflected a combination of areas involved in (own and other-related) 

mental representation per se and in mental conflict monitoring, making it difficult to draw 

strong conclusions about differential neural localisation of these processes from these 

experiments alone. Yet, we think that no false belief study today has used a control condition 

that can guarantee the involvement of the TPJ in other-related mental state representation. 

Overall, if it can be confirmed that true beliefs involve other-related representation, like would 

be expected under a common conflict monitoring framework for human social cognition, it 

will be important in the future to be consistent in the use of a balanced socially congruent 

control condition when interested in mental conflict monitoring, while the use of physical 

conflict controls to isolate other-related mental representation may need to be discontinued.  

 

Relational Mentalising: Mirroring Mental States? 

 

In the previous Section, we argued that the false versus true belief contrast of the 

Theory of Mind domain may implicate TPJ-activity in mental conflict more so than mental 

representation. If this is the case, where does the brain represent other-related mental states? 

And are these represented in the same brain areas responsible for own mental representations, 

i.e., do we mirror mental states (Van Overwalle, 2009)? Which mentalising designs do we 

currently have that could yield answers to these questions? 



 

 

In the action perception domain, other-related representations are primarily 

investigated by comparing an other-representation only condition against a control condition 

that has no own- or other-related representations (see Figure 1A). The passive observation of 

another’s actions should make sure that the motor cortex contains an other-related action 

representation, but no own action representation, as the participant is not actively moving. 

This ensures that no action conflict is present in the action observation task, as there is no 

own-related representation in the premotor cortex for the other-related representation to 

diverge from. Similarly, in order to focus on other-related mental representations only in the 

mentalising domain, one could look for a design that implements other-related mental 

representations, but no own mental representations. Such tasks include, for instance, the 

Movie for the Assessment of Social Cognition (MASC; a 15-min video about 4 characters 

getting together for a dinner party about which the participant answers questions concerning 

the characters’ feelings, thoughts and intentions; Dziobek et al., 2006), and the Frith-Happé 

Animations Task (which presents participants with simple geometric shapes that are moving 

in a way that evokes a sense of intentions; Castelli et al., 2000). These tasks might appear to 

isolate mental representation, analogous to action observation tasks, because they do not 

contain obvious mental conflict in the way that false belief tasks do. The finding that these 

tasks typically evoke TPJ-activation therefore seem to support the role of this area in mental 

representation.  

 

It is useful to keep in mind the main limitation that distinguishes the mentalising 

domain from the action perception domain. Human thoughts are always unconstrained: 

Participants can’t be made to keep their mental states completely ‘absent’ in their brain as 

easily as they can be asked to perform no motor actions. However, ‘absent’ own mental states 



 

are crucial for the validity of conclusions that these designs yielding insights in mental 

representation only. If there are unconstrained own mental states, they could well be in conflict 

with the other-related mental representation that one does not necessarily share oneself (i.e., 

the participants themselves are not experiencing the dinner party).  This type of divergence 

between mental states, without directly conflicting beliefs like which occurs in false belief 

tasks, can be termed ‘latent mental conflict’. In effect, the occurrence of latent mental conflict 

could result in such mentalising tasks boiling down to being one type of social congruency 

design, even if this was undesigned: Its dependent measures may thus capture latent mental 

conflict monitoring processes in addition to mental representation. Like in the false belief 

domain, neuroimaging or behavioural measures that assess understanding of the other’s 

mental state used in the MASC or the Frith-Happé Animations Task (e.g., belief 

verbalisations) or any other task that uses a similar design, could be seen as dependent 

measures reflecting (latent) conflict monitoring (the latter with a focus on expressing the 

other-related representation; see Table 3). Even while latent mental conflict may occur in the 

classical Sally-Anne task as well, the false versus true belief contrast should cancel out this 

conflict as unconstrained own mental representations (next to the manipulated own belief) and 

thus latent conflict with the manipulated other-related belief could presumably be present in 

both conditions, making it the most purely controlled design at present for isolating mental 

conflict from mental representation.  

 

One other reason why the TPJ has been particularly tied to mental representation rather 

than to mental conflict monitoring, is that a specific vignette study that implemented story 

lines that describe actions of what they called a character’s ‘true beliefs’ found that the TPJ-

response was also evident in these conditions, which was taken as suggesting that the area is 

involved in mental representation per se (Saxe & Powell, 2006). Such a specific ‘true belief’ 



 

vignette would for instance read “Rob tied his dog’s leash to a lamppost while he went into a 

store to buy coffee. When he came out, his dog had run across the street. He guessed that the 

leash had come untied.” Even while the character’s eventual belief can be considered as true, 

the state of the world as understood by the participant is shifting from the character’s mental 

state (here: knowing that the dog is running across the street in spite of knowledge of Rob’s 

belief that the dog’s leash is tied). Thus, we want to point out that this particular ‘true belief’ 

condition, in contrast with a true belief condition of classical Sally-Anne tasks where the state 

of the world does not change (i.e., the object in the Sally-Anne task is not relocated),  do raise 

the spectre of the other being misinformed with respect to what the participant knows is true 

for at least for a brief period in time (i.e., before the storyline concludes that Rob updates his 

false belief in order for it to become ‘true’). Hence in principle it could also be mental conflict 

that elicits TPJ activity in this specific ‘true belief’ condition. The key difference that should 

lead to TPJ activity, in our framework, is not whether the other’s mental state is eventually 

‘true’, but rather whether a mismatch is present in the design between another’s mental state 

and the participant’s own understanding of the world. Also in these studies, there is no 

immediate presence of a condition that specifically focusses on controlling for (latent) mental 

conflict.   

 

Especially given the hypothesised existence of ‘latent mental conflict’, a consequence 

of the methodological limitation that the mentalising domain is subject to, it is difficult to 

draw strong conclusions on the nature of neural representations of own and others’ mental 

states per se on the basis of false belief data and data from other present mentalising data. The 

possibility that the TPJ is tied to mental conflict in tasks of other mentalising designs should 

be confirmed in future research that tries to disentangle ‘latent’ mental conflict and other-

related representations from one another in these specific designs. Without it, the question 



 

whether other-related mental states are indeed ‘mirrored’ in brain areas that also represent 

own mental states remains unanswered.  

 

Implicit Theory of Mind as a Measure of Conflict: Valid or Not? 

 

In the action perception domain, behavioural effects obtained in socially incongruent 

versus congruent conditions are interpreted in relational terms: For example, larger RTs in the 

incongruent (versus the congruent) condition are described in terms of the extent to which the 

individual processes the conflict inherent to the former condition (and manages to suppress 

the other-related representation), rather than in terms of whether the individual represents the 

action. In the Theory of Mind domain, however, behavioural measures (such as interaction 

behaviour; Buttelmann, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2009;  looking times; Gliga et al., 2014; and 

RTs; Kovács et al., 2010), are often attributed to representation of others’ mental states. In 

particular, such dependent measures are often considered to yield insights into more implicit 

forms of mental representation termed ‘Implicit Theory of Mind’. Tasks in this domain use 

stimuli with manipulations based on the false beliefs in the Sally-Anne task, but typically use 

dependent measures that do not focus on individuals showing explicit understanding of the 

other’s mental state (e.g., in belief verbalisations). The manipulations are considered implicit 

both because of their task-irrelevancy as well as the fact that participants are usually unaware 

of the belief manipulations and are thought not to use linguistic deliberation regarding them 

(Deschrijver et al., 2016; Schneider, Bayliss, Becker, & Dux, 2012; Schneider, Lam, Bayliss, 

& Dux, 2012; Schneider, Nott, & Dux, 2014; Schneider, Slaughter, Becker, & Dux, 2014b). 

The distinction between explicit versus implicit Theory of Mind has gained momentum over 

the past 10 years, especially after findings that certain populations perform consistently 

differently in the two types of tasks. A number of different ‘two-systems’ accounts of 

mentalising have been put forward (Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; Butterfill & Apperly, 2013; 



 

Carruthers, 2016). Such accounts have primarily proposed an early-developing and more or 

less automatic form of implicit mental representation, in addition to explicit mental 

representation abilities that are more slowly developing while being cognitively demanding 

(Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; Butterfill & Apperly, 2013; Carruthers, 2016, 2017).  

 

 

We suggest however that under a relational framework, implicit as well as explicit 

measures in false belief tasks can be reframed as one mechanism of mental conflict monitoring 

rather than 2 types of mental representation (see Tables 2 and 3). Specifically, dependent 

measures with no inherent focus on the content of represented mental states (e.g., some 

eyetracking and neuroimaging measures) may be more directly driven by individuals’ 

processing of mental conflict, regardless of the false belief task being implicit or explicit. In 

the same vein, the action conflict domain considers TPJ activity found in an incongruent 

versus congruent action condition contrast as yielding direct insights in action conflict 

monitoring processes. Consistent with this, imaging results in false belief tasks generally show 

the involvement of the TPJ in both lines of research, also when false versus true belief 

comparisons are used (Bardi et al., 2017; Boccadoro et al., 2019; Cracco et al., 2020; Dodell-

Feder et al., 2011; Hyde et al., 2015; Kovács et al., 2014; Overwalle, 2009; Saxe & Kanwisher, 

2003; Saxe, Moran, Scholz, & Gabrieli, 2006; but see Naughtin et al., 2017b). Verbal 

measures or ‘explicit’ mentalising (e.g., Baron-Cohen et al., 1985), instead, tap more strongly 

into the expression of other-related representations (e.g., when answering the question ‘Where 

will Sally look for the ball?’).  Few dependent measures in implicit false belief tasks, in 

contrast, have such a focus: Precisely because of their aim of assessing spontaneous 

mentalising processes, they often do not inherently focus on any mental representation in 

particular (e.g., eyetracking measures). Reaction time measures expressing a violation of the 



 

participant’s own belief in an implicit false belief task may rather be tapping more strongly 

into expressing the own representation (see further in this Section; Bardi et al., 2016; 

Deschrijver et al., 2016; Kovács et al., 2010; Martin & Santos, 2014), just like explicit 

measures that focus on expressing the own belief (e.g., verbalising the own mental state, 

Apperly et al., 2004; Samson et al., 2004; Sommer et al., 2018). In the next Section, we will 

show that results in the developmental and clinical trajectory of these tasks may align in more 

consistent patterns when taking into account how mental conflict monitoring may play out 

differently depending on the focus of the dependent measure (see Tables 2 and 3 for a 

summary), rather than when relying on the current categorisation in terms of implicit versus 

explicit Theory of Mind.  

 

As an example of the two types of dependent measures within the implicit Theory of 

Mind domain (mostly those with a relatively strong focus on the expression of the own mental 

representation and those with no focus on any mental representation in particular), one of the 

most known tasks in this domain used in adults consists of a design where participants are 

asked to detect the presence of a ball while they themselves as well as an agent hold a belief 

about whether or not the ball will be present (Kovács et al., 2010). Specifically, participants 

observe movies in which an agent forms a belief about the location of a ball, which can either 

be behind an occluder or roll out of the scene. The agent walks out of the scene, and while he 

is away the participant also forms a belief about the ball’s location. After the agent walks back 

in, the occluder falls down, and participants have to press a button when the ball is present. 

Whether the ball is behind the occluder is however random, and independent of what happens 

during the movie. In general, participants are expected to be slower to detect the ball when 

they had believed the ball not to be there, as compared to when they had believed the ball to 

be present. In this sense, scholars have asserted that it may in the first place reflect a violation 



 

of the own belief regarding the ball’s location (Bardi et al., 2016; Martin & Santos, 2014), 

meaning that the reaction measure would have a relatively strong focus on the expression of 

the own mental representation. It was shown that when the participant believed that the ball 

would not be present, they were faster at detecting the presence of the ball if the agent held 

the belief that the ball would be present (i.e., a socially incongruent condition), compared to a 

where both thought that the ball would not be present (i.e., a socially congruent condition). It 

was thought that the belief of the agent aided the participant in detecting the ball, by speeding 

up their RTs when the agent believed the ball would be present (Deschrijver, Bardi, Wiersema, 

& Brass, 2016; Schneider, Lam, et al., 2012; Schneider, Nott, et al., 2014; Schneider, 

Slaughter, et al., 2014). Many other implicit Theory of Mind studies use dependent measures 

without a particular focus: When performing the same task, 7-month-olds looked longer at the 

absence of the ball when only the agent had believed the ball to be there (i.e., socially 

incongruent), as compared to when both believed the ball would not be there (i.e., socially 

congruent). In principle, the difference in the conditions of interest entails a difference in 

alignment between the beliefs of the agent and of the participant (i.e., mental conflict), and 

thus the results may more directly signify the participants processing of mental conflict rather 

than representation per se; see also Deschrijver et al., 2016).  

 

It should be noted that the field of implicit Theory of Mind currently is controversial, 

as a debate is going on with respect to the validity of many of its results. For example, it has 

been argued that the reaction time results in the task mentioned above may be generated by 

timing differences between conditions for an attention check in the original task (a button 

press required from the participant at the moment where the agent leaves the scene, Phillips 

et al., 2015). Other scholars have remarked that the results in implicit false belief tasks may 

be generated by so-called ‘submentalising’ processes, which may result from domain-general 



 

cognitive processes which simulate the effects of mentalising (Heyes, 2014), for instance 

‘attention-grabbing’ differences between conditions. If these criticisms are borne out, it would 

suggest that the results of these implicit false belief tasks should be interpreted neither in terms 

of mental representation nor in terms of conflict monitoring. In addition, there have recently 

been some large-scale studies that variously reported successful, partial and non-replications 

of specifically anticipatory looking time results, indicating that more research is required to 

establish the robustness of these results (e.g., Kulke, Duhn, Schneider, & Rakoczy, 2018; 

Kulke, Johannsen, & Rakoczy, 2019; Kulke & Göttingen, 2017). However, arguments against 

submentalising interpretations of implicit Theory of Mind data include the involvement of 

core mentalising regions such as the TPJ in implicit tasks (Bardi et al., 2016; Bardi et al., 

2018; Bowman, 2015; Filmer et al., 2019; Hyde et al., 2015; Kovács et al., 2014; Naughtin et 

al., 2017; Nijhof et al., 2016; Nijhof et al., 2018; Schneider, Slaughter, et al., 2014), a 

relationship of results with traits of autism (Deschrijver et al., 2016; Nijhof, Brass, & 

Wiersema, 2017) and similar results to the original implicit mentalising task described above 

in a recent study which removed the timing differences between conditions from the task (El 

Kaddouri, Bardi, De Bremaeker, Brass, & Wiersema, 2019; for still other arguments, see 

Schneider, Slaughter, & Dux, 2017). 

 

In sum, there is ongoing debate about the validity of results within the implicit Theory 

of Mind domain (Heyes, 2014; Kulke et al., 2018, 2019; Kulke & Göttingen, 2017; Phillips et 

al., 2015), though not all implicit Theory of Mind findings have been challenged (e.g., looking 

time measures other than anticipatory looking times). How this debate resolves will have 

implications for whether the existing implicit false belief tasks can be treated as measures of 

mental conflict processing or not. Overall, however, understanding results in studies of false 

belief tasks while appreciating the focus of their dependent measures, more so than their 



 

presumed reliance on explicit versus implicit processes, may be useful going forward. 

  

Others’ Representations Diverging From Ours: At the Heart of Social Cognition? 

 

Over the last 40 years, the false belief design has helped to shape the idea that humans 

should foremost be able to infer others’ mental states or ‘mindread’ in order to achieve social 

success (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985). This focus on mental representation has led to the 

widespread assumption that an atypical effect in false belief conditions signifies lacking 

mental representations. However, following the arguments presented in the previous Section, 

an atypical effect in a false (versus true belief) condition could instead reflect an inactive 

mental conflict monitoring system, with mental representations per se intact. This is 

particularly important for interpreting data focusing on autism, where atypical data in false 

belief conditions have consistently been presented as evidence for lacking mental 

representations or mindblindness (e.g., Senju, Southgate, White, & Frith, 2009). We 

acknowledge that scholars (e.g., de Guzman et al., 2016; Sowden & Shah, 2014) have 

previously suggested that conflict monitoring may contribute to differing responses in 

mentalising tasks in autism (as proposed by Spengler, Bird, et al., 2010 and also further 

discussed in a developmental context), but together with the common assumption that false 

belief tasks predominantly reflect mental representation, and given the assumptions of the 

representational mentalising framework (see Table 1), this has resulted in a view where social 

conflict monitoring differences are seen as a potential origin of mindblindness in autism. In 

contrast, we propose that individuals on the autism spectrum are not ‘mindblind’, and discuss 

how result patterns across studies with distinct dependent measures provide evidence that 

social difficulties in individuals on the autism spectrum may result from differences in mental 

conflict monitoring. We outline a similar argument with respect to lacking effects in 



 

developmental and non-human primate data: If results from implicit false belief data can 

indeed be taken as reflecting mentalising processes, a lack of effects in a socially incongruent 

condition at very young ages in neurotypical infants, or in non-human primates, can arguably 

signify mental conflict monitoring difficulties rather than lacking mental representation 

abilities per se.  

 

 

Autism: An Iconic Clinical Case for Understanding Mentalising 

 

While most neurotypical children pass traditional false belief tasks requiring explicit 

verbalisation of others’ beliefs at the age of four, children on the autism spectrum often 

perform these tasks more poorly, despite having at least an equivalent mental age (Baron-

Cohen et al., 1985). Complicating the evidence for the Theory of Mind Hypothesis of autism, 

however, is the fact that about one fifth of these young children on the autism spectrum do 

pass false belief tasks, and that older children and adults with high-functioning autism usually 

display typical behavioural performance as well (Baron-Cohen, Jolliffe, Mortimore, & 

Robertson, 1997; Peterson & Slaughter, 2007; Scheeren, De Rosnay, Koot, & Begeer, 2013). 

As a result, tests that assess verbalisation abilities in a Theory of Mind design do not always 

grasp the actual social difficulties individuals on the autism spectrum face throughout their 

lives.  

 

Nevertheless, lacking mental representations or ‘mindblindness’ are commonly 

thought to be core to the disorder for two reasons: First, it has been suggested that the typical 

performance of older individuals on the autism spectrum in verbalising other’s beliefs may 

follow from the use of compensatory strategies or behavioural rules to complete the task at 



 

hand (Deschrijver, Bardi, Wiersema, & Brass, 2016; Happé, 1995; Schneider, Slaughter, 

Bayliss, & Dux, 2013; Senju, 2013a; Senju, Southgate, White, & Frith, 2009; Zwickel, White, 

Coniston, Senju, & Frith, 2011). In other words, cognitive mechanisms involved in 

representing other people’s mental states are still thought to be affected in both children and 

adults on the autism spectrum, but with the latter more able to compensate for this with the 

use of explicit reasoning or the like. Second, neuroimaging and eyetracking measures in false 

belief paradigms have mostly yielded evidence for differences between groups with and 

without autism, even if there are no differences between groups in their ability to verbally 

report others’ beliefs (Burnside, Wright, & Poulin-dubois, 2017; Gliga et al., 2014; Nijhof et 

al., 2018; Schneider et al., 2013; Schuwerk, Jarvers, Vuori, & Sodian, 2016; Schuwerk, Vuori, 

& Sodian, 2015; Senju, 2013a, 2013b; Senju et al., 2009; White, Frith, Rellecke, Al-noor, & 

Gilbert, 2014; Zwickel et al., 2011). Scholars have also shifted their attention to testing 

implicit false belief paradigms in individuals on the autism spectrum because it was 

hypothesized that being explicitly prompted to consider another person’s belief may draw 

responses from those participants that are not representative of how they spontaneously 

represent others’ mental states. Together with the idea of the representational framework that 

these dependent measures, including neuroimaging and eyetracking data in false belief tasks, 

reflect the ability to represent mental states, the logical conclusion is that mental 

representation or ‘mindreading’ is affected in autism.  

 

A population that is ‘mindblind’ (Alcalá-López et al., 2019; Baron-Cohen et al., 1985; 

Lombardo & Baron-Cohen, 2011; Senju et al., 2009), however, should in priniciple be 

expected to show consistently decimated effects across all dependent measures: A completely 

lacking other-related mental representation should never have any influence. An inactive 

mental conflict monitoring system, in contrast, would lead to more subtle differences, as this 



 

would involve other-related mental representation per se to be intact: One could expect 

consistently diminished effects across dependent measures that may capture the 

methodological manipulation of mental conflict most purely (e.g., neuroimaging; White, 

Frith, Rellecke, Al-noor, & Gilbert, 2014; Nijhof et al., 2018; and some implicit dependent 

measures; Burnside et al., 2017; Gliga et al., 2014; Schneider et al., 2013; Schuwerk et al., 

2016, 2015, Senju, 2013a, 2013b; Senju et al., 2009; Zwickel et al., 2011). Dependent 

measures that focus on expressing own- or other-related mental representations may yield 

slightly more inconsistent results, since they focus on expressing an intact representation in a 

design that manipulates social conflict. If anything, however, one could expect to find a lesser-

than-typical influence of the other-related mental representation when trying to expressing 

this representation (e.g., verbalising the other’s belief; Baron-Cohen, Jolliffe, Mortimore, & 

Robertson, 1997; Peterson & Slaughter, 2007; Scheeren, De Rosnay, Koot, & Begeer, 2013); 

and a stronger-than-typical influence of the other-related representation when expressing the 

own representation (e.g., potentially other implicit dependent measures (Deschrijver et al., 

2016), or verbalisation of the own mental state; e.g., Apperly et al., 2004; Samson et al., 2004; 

Sommer et al., 2018). This would signify, respectively, an ineffective suppression of the 

participant’s own mental representation and of the other-related mental representation. In 

particular, this latter result would never be expected if other-related mental representations 

were lacking, as these representations need to be present before they can hinder performance. 

 

Neuroimaging studies of mentalising in autism spectrum disorder are especially 

interesting in this respect as they may yield a clearer view on mental conflict monitoring 

through the specific use of the false versus true belief contrast (if the latter condition involves 

the same representational processes as the former). Compared to matched control groups, 

studies have reported decreased activity in the TPJ for false belief (versus true-belief) 



 

conditions in populations on the autism spectrum versus controls (White, Frith, Rellecke, Al-

noor, & Gilbert, 2014; Nijhof et al., 2018), though some studies have reported similar or 

increased TPJ activity in autistic populations (Dufour et al., 2013; Sommer et al., 2018). 

Findings of lower TPJ activity in autism (as compared to either true belief conditions or non-

mental analogues) have however consistently been reported in other types of mentalising 

designs as well (which we assert, may reflect ‘latent mental conflict’.; Kana et al., 2015; Kana, 

Keller, Cherkassky, Minshew, & Just, 2009; Kana, Libero, Hu, Deshpande, & Colburn, 2014; 

Koster-hale, Saxe, Dungan, & Young, 2013; Lombardo et al., 2011; Murdaugh, Nadendla, & 

Kana, 2014; Spengler et al., 2010; White et al., 2014; but see Mason, Williams, Kana, 

Minshew, & Just, 2008). Importantly, the reduced TPJ-activity in individuals on the autism 

spectrum has also been found to correlate with actual social difficulties in everyday life (Kana 

et al., 2009; Lombardo et al., 2011; White et al., 2014), in contrast to some verbalisation 

measures of mental representation (Baron-Cohen et al., 1997; Peterson & Slaughter, 2007; 

Scheeren et al., 2013). Together this may suggest that the processing of mental conflict is 

affected in autism.  

 

So-called implicit dependent measures often do not focus on any mental representation 

in particular, meaning that they are more directly dependent on the methodological contrast 

of the design, which may largely tap into mental conflict processes in the case of a false belief 

versus true belief contrast (provided that they indeed tap into mentalising processes). 

Differences in looking times for socially incongruent (versus congruent) mentalising 

conditions are reduced for individuals with (a higher likelihood of being diagnosed with) 

autism of a variety of different age groups, as compared to matched controls (Burnside et al., 

2017; Gliga et al., 2014; Schneider et al., 2013; Schuwerk et al., 2016, 2015, Senju, 2013a, 

2013b; Senju et al., 2009; Zwickel et al., 2011). Thus, while neurotypical adults are processing 



 

that others’ mental states conflict with their own, individuals on the autism spectrum may be 

less so. In other words, the extent to which parts of our visual environment are made more 

salient to us when we infer other people’s mental states is likely to be modulated by whether 

those mental states conflict with our own or not, and hence the looking behaviour of 

participants who are processing mental conflict to a lesser extent (here: individuals on the 

autism spectrum) may be driven more weakly by the conflict in other people’s mental states 

in false belief designs.  

 

In addition, one recent implicit false belief task has yielded more direct evidence for 

potential mental conflict monitoring difficulties in autism (Deschrijver et al., 2016). This task, 

described in an earlier Section, was developed to merely require a key response to the 

detection of a visual target, while using belief manipulations similar to those in the Sally-Anne 

task. It can be speculated that ball detection RTs may reflect primarily an expression of the 

participant’s own belief or  expectation about the location of the ball (Bardi et al., 2016; Martin 

& Santos, 2014). The key finding of this task was that another person’s belief that the target 

would be present can speed up detection of the target in participants, when the participant 

themself had been convinced that the target would not be present (Deschrijver et al., 2016; 

Kovács et al., 2010). In this context, the Theory of Mind Hypothesis of autism, which asserts 

a lack of belief representations, would predict that adults on the autism spectrum should not 

experience this benefit to detection performance. Strikingly, however, adults in the clinical 

group with stronger autism traits were significantly slowed down in the detection task. These 

subjects were thus hindered in detecting the visual target when the other person’s belief 

conflicted with their own  (Deschrijver et al., 2016), as could be expected when experiencing 

a lesser active conflict monitoring system in a dependent measure with a focus on expressing 

the own mental state. In order to be slowed down by another person’s conflicting belief, these 



 

individuals must have first represented it. In another explicit study, individuals on the autism 

spectrum seemed to be hindered by the other’s false belief more strongly than controls when 

they needed to verbalise their own mental state, another dependent measure focussing on 

expressing the own mental representation (Sommer et al., 2018). Although it should be noted 

that these are just two studies (Deschrijver et al., 2016; Sommer et al., 2018), and in one study 

hindrance was only observed in those of the clinical group with the strongest autism traits 

(Deschrijver et al., 2016), the results cannot be explained by lacking other-related mental 

representations, and cannot be accounted for altogether under a representational interpretation 

framework.  

 

This empirical finding shares a parallel with some in the action conflict domain: With 

autism as an important clinical case, it was at first argued that difficulties to understand others 

in real life may follow from an inability to represent others’ actions (i.e., the ‘broken’ mirror 

hypothesis of autism; Iacoboni & Dapretto, 2006; Williams, Whiten, & Singh, 2004; see also 

Figure 1, left). More recently, however, even though no meta-analytic evidence for a group 

difference was detected, exactly half of autism studies included in a meta-analysis on 

automatic imitation (5 out of 10) reported a relationship of autism with hyperimitation effects, 

that is, a larger-than-typical influence of an incompatible observed other-related action on the 

execution of an own hand action. The focus of the dependent measure on expression of an 

own (intact) action representation (i.e., executing the own action intention) may have 

something to do with the inconsistency of the results. Autism studies in action conflict using 

dependent measures without any particular representational focus (e.g., neuroimaging) are 

needed to provide a more consistent answer as to whether action conflict monitoring is 

affected. In any case, the results suggests that neural representation of others’ actions is not 

‘broken’ in the autism spectrum, as in order to be sensitive to another person’s conflicting 



 

actions at all these must first have been represented. The idea that social cognitive difficulties 

characteristic of autism reflect an inability to represent others’ actions has thus fallen out of 

favour (Fan, Decety, Yang, Liu, & Cheng, 2010; Southgate & Hamilton, 2008; Sowden, 

Koehne, et al., 2015; Spengler et al., 2010). Similarly, the finding that individuals on the 

autism spectrum can be hindered more strongly (or to the same extent) by another person’s 

incongruent mental state when expressing an own mental state suggest that neural 

representation of others’ mental states is not ‘broken’ in autism. 

 

Lastly, participants might give unusual verbal responses when asked to verbally report 

other people’s beliefs if the system monitoring conflict between mental states of the agent and 

oneself is not active, even if able to flawlessly grasp what the other thinks. An interpretation 

of the verbalisation results in terms of ineffective social conflict monitoring in autism has been 

presented before in the literature (Bloom & German, 2000; Brass et al., 2009; Ozonoff et al., 

1991; Pellicano, 2007; Spengler et al., 2010, 2009; for reviews, see Banissy & Ward, 2013; 

Cook, 2014; de Guzman, Bird, Banissy, & Catmur, 2016; Santiesteban, White, et al., 2012; 

Santiesteban, Banissy, Catmur, & Bird, 2012; Sowden & Catmur, 2013; Sowden & Shah, 

2014; Sowden, Wright, Banissy, & Catmur, 2015) but these differences have widely been 

regarded as an underlying reason of why ‘mindreading’ may be affected in autism. When 

consistently accepting the most seminal argument of the Theory of Mind domain (Dennett, 

1978), namely that passing belief verbalisation in a false belief task guarantees in a participant 

the ability for other-related mental representation, the well-preserved belief verbalisation 

abilities in adults on the autism spectrum in false belief tasks suggest that their mental 

representation abilities are intact. Not consistently accepting this argument seems a slippery 

slope: In that case, one may as well interpret findings where any individual (child, adult, 

primate, …) shows understanding of a false belief as signifying that they, too, used strategies 



 

instead of mental representation abilities to solve the task.  

 

There are several ways in which an account of mentalising differences in autism in 

terms of mental conflict monitoring combined with intact other-related mental representation 

may be more parsimonious than lacking mental representation per se. First, it does not require 

the supposition that compensatory strategies explain the typical performance of most 

individuals on the autism spectrum to verbalise others’ mental states (Baron-Cohen et al., 

1997; Peterson & Slaughter, 2007; Scheeren et al., 2013). Rather, this can simply be accounted 

for by mental representation skills being intact. Second, impaired mental conflict monitoring 

can explain why false versus true belief contrasts of fMRI/eyetracking, but not belief 

verbalisation measures show a relationship with actual social difficulties in autism. The former 

but not the latter should yield a relatively pure reflection of their (impaired) mental conflict 

processing abilities. Third, it offers an alternative to the idea of individuals on the autism 

spectrum lacking ‘implicit’ but not ‘explicit’ mental representation abilities (see earlier for an 

outline on two-system accounts of mental representation; Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; 

Butterfill & Apperly, 2013; Carruthers, 2016, 2017). Specifically, the performance patterns in 

those clinical populations can be explained by measures of belief verbalisation being more 

strongly influenced by intact other-related mental representation abilities (as dependent 

measures that focus on the expression of either own or other-related mental representations). 

An interpretation in these terms would also clarify why individuals on the autism spectrum 

show reduced TPJ activity in both implicit and explicit versions of mentalising tasks (e.g., 

Nijhof et al., 2018; White et al., 2014), in spite of not showing belief verbalisation difficulties 

in the latter (Baron-Cohen et al., 1997; Peterson & Slaughter, 2007; Scheeren et al., 2013). 

Because the TPJ is considered a core social brain area and implicit false belief findings in 

autism have been found independent of performance in executive processing tasks (Schuwerk 



 

et al., 2016), we think it is unlikely that executive rather than social conflict processes are 

underlying the effects, though attentional differences between the two groups may exist. 

 

Relational Mentalising in Developmental and Nonhuman Primate Populations  

 

In the previous Section, we described how re-assessing data from a socially 

incongruent design within a relational framework may play out in a population on the autism 

spectrum. Here, we sketch how a similar analysis may apply to research focussing on false 

beliefs in developmental and non-human primate populations, where atypical effects in false 

belief conditions are also commonly seen as indicating a lack of other-related mental 

representation abilities.  

 

In the early days of developmental mentalising research, the role of conflict in false 

belief tasks was often touched upon, as it was shown that executive functions such as 

inhibitory control, which may allow an individual to suppress their own conflicting knowledge 

of current reality (Pellicano, 2007), may be key to the development of belief verbalisation 

abilities (Carlson, 2002, 2010; Carlson, Mandell, & Williams, 2004; Carlson & Moses, 2001; 

Carlson, Moses, & Claxton, 2004; Hughes, 1998). Such studies still focused on mental 

representation, however, with the monitoring of perceptual conflict seen primarily as needed 

for mindreading and thus other-related mental representation to occur, partly aided by 

executive functions. For instance, performance on mentalising tasks developmentally follows 

pre-schoolers’ successful performance on tasks of inhibitory control (Flynn, O’Malley, & 

Wood, 2004). Individual differences in false belief verbalisation and individual differences in 

executive functions show robust associations in neurotypical children of various ages 

(Carlson, 2002, 2010; Carlson, Mandell, et al., 2004; Carlson & Moses, 2001; Carlson, Moses, 



 

et al., 2004; Hughes, 1998). In children on the autism spectrum, on the other hand, 

performance is significantly worse on both false belief and executive function measures 

relative to control children, independent of intellectual functioning (Joseph & Tager-Flusberg, 

2004; Ozonoff et al., 1991; Zelazo, Jacques, Burack, & Frye, 2002), and a significant 

correlation was found between measures of executive function and mentalising in a group of 

children on the autism spectrum (Ozonoff et al., 1991). Nevertheless, false-belief tasks cannot 

be construed entirely as executive tasks as children on the autism spectrum have been found 

to pass non-mental analogues of false belief tasks but not false belief tasks themselves, 

suggesting that it is not the executive functions per se that predict their performance on belief 

verbalisation measures (Leekam & Perner, 1991; Leslie & Thaiss, 1992; but see Russell, 

Saltmarsh, & Hill, 1999). Moreover, one study in autism found that while almost the entire 

group showed impairment in executive functions, only half of them showed concurrent 

difficulties in belief verbalisation, showing that the relationship between the development of 

executive functions and that of belief verbalisation is not absolute (Ozonoff et al., 1991). From 

the perspective of a relational framework, what should be taken away from these studies is 

that the development of executive functions like cognitive control may in part help to suppress 

the participant’s own mental representation when required to verbalise another person’s 

mental representation, rather than helping to detect perceptual conflict needed for mental 

representation, as may be assumed under a representational framework. However, executive 

functions like cognitive control cannot completely explain mental conflict monitoring. A 

similar idea of executive functions possibly aiding, but not being equivalent to, the mechanism 

that monitors conflict between own and other-related representations exists in the action 

conflict domain as well (Cracco et al., 2018; Cross, Torrisi, Reynolds Losin, & Iacoboni, 

2013;  but see Brass et al., 2005).  

 



 

In order to investigate Theory of Mind at very young ages, imaging and behavioural 

measures (including looking times) are used to assess mentalising abilities independent of 

children’s verbalisation abilities. Interpretations of such developmental data have mainly been 

presented in terms of whether or not very young children represent mental states. Here, again, 

performance is often compared between socially incongruent and congruent mentalising 

conditions, meaning that neuroimaging and behavioural data could be indicative of mental 

conflict monitoring processes more so than mental representation per se. Neurotypical infants 

of 2 years or below are found to distinguish between incongruent versus congruent trials in a 

number of mentalising studies, even without mastering verbalisations of beliefs. This was 

shown, for example, by longer looking times when an actor’s searching behaviour is 

incongruent with the location of a toy (Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005; Senju et al., 2009; Surian 

et al., 2007; Wiesmann, Friederici, Singer, & Steinbeis, 2017). One study even reported results 

in 7-month-olds (Kovács et al., 2010): As a sign of a violation of expectation, infants show 

longer looking times to a condition where an agent had believed the ball would be present and 

the infant had not (a socially incongruent condition) as compared to when both the infant and 

the agent had believed that the ball would not be present (a socially congruent condition). 

Children with a higher likelihood of developing autism, instead, show diminished looking 

differences for incongruent versus congruent mentalising conditions at young ages (Burnside 

et al., 2017; Gliga et al., 2014; Schuwerk et al., 2016). From all this, authors have concluded 

that ‘implicit belief representation’ may develop within the first year of life (Baillargeon, 

Scott, & He, 2010; Alan Leslie, Friedman, & German, 2004; Scott & Baillargeon, 2017; Scott, 

Baillargeon, Song, & Leslie, 2010; Wang & Leslie, 2016) or even be present from birth 

throughout life (Kovács et al., 2010; Schneider et al., 2017), while being affected from early 

ages on in autism.   

 



 

Re-evaluating false belief tasks as social congruency designs suggests that 

neurotypical individuals may possess a mechanism for monitoring conflict between an own 

and an other-related mental representation from a very young age, and into adulthood, while 

this mechanism may be affected in autism (Grainger, Henry, Naughtin, Comino, & Dux, 

2018). Such a reframing of results is also important to understand studies which reported 

lacking effects in incongruent mentalising conditions for young infants: Methodologically 

speaking, this could be explained by reduced processing of mental conflict, not an absence of 

mental representations necessarily. Even with intact representations one may not monitor the 

conflict between own- and other-related representations very well. While there are over 30 

original research papers concluding that mentalising abilities exist at early ages (as stated in 

Scott & Baillargeon, 2017), some studies have failed to replicate original findings, reporting 

null results both in children, adults, and elderly adults, although only in certain specific 

dependent measures such as anticipatory looking (Burnside et al., 2017; Kulke et al., 2018, 

2019; Kulke & Göttingen, 2017; Powell, Hobbs, Bardis, Carey, & Saxe, 2018). The analysis 

of mentalising data presented here should be regarded in light of how the ongoing debate about 

how well implicit false belief tasks measure mentalising processes (Heyes, 2014; Phillips et 

al., 2015) further develops.  

 

Similar remarks go for the study of mentalising in non-human primates. Scholars have 

typically sought to explain differences in performance between false belief tasks and true 

belief tasks as an indication of social cognition in non-human primates relying on processes 

other than mental representational ones (Hare, Call, & Tomasello, 2001; Marticorena, Ruiz, 

Mukerji, Goddu, & Santos, 2011; for a summary, see Martin & Santos, 2014, 2016). The most 

influential theoretical accounts have, for instance, focussed on these animals’ use of abstract 

behavioural rules, so-called minimal Theory of Mind, awareness relations, etc. (Martin & 



 

Santos, 2014, 2016; Phillips & Norby, 2019). The sense that primates that failed a false belief 

task likely did not have mental representational abilities, resulted in a need to explain what 

other processes non-human primates might be using to perform in true belief conditions. 

However, in light of evidence for a common conflict monitoring mechanism in human social 

cognition (Brass et al., 2009; Santiesteban, White, et al., 2012; Santiesteban et al., 2015; 

Santiesteban, Banissy, et al., 2012; Spengler et al., 2009), failing a false belief task shouldn’t 

necessarily be taken as indicating a lack of mental representations in non-human primates 

either. Theoretical accounts of primates’ social cognition may thus need to be considered in 

light of the role mental conflict monitoring may play in false belief tasks. 

 

All in all, both developmental and non-human primate research may benefit from a 

relational framework, and from taking into account the patterns of results in relation to the 

specific focus of the dependent measures used. This may include focussing research on the 

designs and dependent measures that are most optimal for distinguishing the hypotheses of 

lacking mental representations versus ineffective mental conflict monitoring (see Table 3). 

 

Representational versus Relational Interpretations in the Larger Social-cognitive 

Domain. 

 

Over different social-cognitive fields, social conflict conditions have been interpreted 

in distinct ways – sometimes in terms of representational processes (e.g., the Theory of Mind 

domain, but also the perspective taking domain, and that of lying, moral dilemmas, irony, 

sarcasm and humour) and sometimes in terms of relational processes (e.g. the action mirror 

neuron domain, but also the touch perception and empathy domain). Perhaps not 

coincidentally, the domains that utilise a representational framework are those experiencing 



 

the methodological limitation mentalising researchers have always faced, that is, that the 

participant’s own representations can hardly be ruled out. For example, it is hardly possible 

to prevent a participant of having their own visual perspective (i.e., in order to take note of 

what the other person can see, the participant needs to see something themself). Scholars thus 

manipulated alignment with an own representation in order to assess other-related 

representation abilities (in a praiseworthy effort not to make conclusions about this from 

socially aligning conditions only). These fields could not start out with designs that assess 

social representation directly, like the other domains did. Yet, this difference in 

methodological limitations may not reflect actual phenomenological differences necessarily: 

For instance, in everyday social interactions, one will think but also move differently from 

others at various points in time. This does not mean that other-related action representation 

requires this movement difference to occur (Iacoboni & Dapretto, 2006; Rizzolatti & 

Craighero, 2004; Rizzolatti et al., 2001), nor that other-related mental representation should 

be impossible at those (perhaps few) moments where we do not hold a particular (conflicting) 

mental state ourself (e.g., Dziobek et al., 2006). Aligning the way we understand social 

conflict tasks under a relational framework, we will argue, may help to better understand how 

different social-cognitive domains may tie together in a shared mechanism. We summarised 

the characteristics of the different domains in Table 6. 

 

Methodological equivalence to the Action Perception Domain: The empathy and Touch 

Perception Domain 

 

In many respects, the domain of empathy has followed a history that is comparable to 

the action perception domain. Here, researchers started to investigate empathy by looking at 

how the human brain responds to directly observing someone in pain, while being in a neutral 



 

state him- or herself, and typically contrasted this to control condition where neither the 

participant nor the observed agent experiences pain (for a recent review, see Fallon, Roberts, 

& Stancak, 2018). This design follows the action observation paradigm that is used in the 

mirror neuron literature focussing on action representations. Neuroimaging studies using this 

kind of design have suggested that the bilateral anterior insula and the anterior mid-cingulate 

are involved in the representation of others’ pain (for reviews, see Fallon, Roberts, & Stancak, 

2018; Lamm, Decety, & Singer, 2011). Given the involvement of these areas in the experience 

of one’s own pain as well, these brain areas are thought to be part of the mirror neuron system.  

 

 

In addition, researchers have only recently started to look into empathy conflict 

paradigms, in which the emotional state of the participant is experimentally manipulated as 

well as that of another person they should empathise with so that they are either congruent or 

incongruent (Hoffmann, Singer, & Steinbeis, 2015; Silani, Lamm, Ruff, & Singer, 2013; 

Steinbeis, Bernhardt, & Singer, 2015; von Mohr, Finotti, Ambroziak, & Tsakiris, 2019). 

Scholars have, for instance, presented participants with tactile stimuli that could leave them 

either disgusted or pleased (like a rotten apple versus a feather, respectively), while showing 

them another person who simultaneously experienced a similar tactile sensation that could 

elicit feelings of either disgust or pleasure (Silani et al., 2013). It is found that if the participant 

experiences an emotion opposite to that of the other following a tactile stimulation, ratings of 

the strength of the respective valence of the stimuli are drawn towards the emotion 

experienced by oneself, as compared to when they are both the same (Silani et al., 2013). Such 

an egocentric bias is seen as a reflection of the brain processing the social conflict that exists 

in the incongruent empathy condition. Noteworthy, it was reported that in such paradigms 

mostly the right supramarginal gyrus (rSMA), just anterior to the TPJ, is involved in the 



 

processing of incongruent versus congruent empathy trials (Lamm, Bukowski, & Silani, 2016; 

Silani et al., 2013; Steinbeis et al., 2015). Further research could follow up on this nascent line 

of research. 

 

Hence, not experiencing the methodological limitation mentalising researchers face, 

the empathy domain has typically followed a representational interpretation for pain 

observation studies, and a relational interpretation for empathy conflict studies, comparably 

to the interpretations that exist in the action perception domain). Similarly, the touch 

perception domain has achieved to differentiated knowledge about touch representation and 

touch conflict monitoring respectively from designs that focus on observing another’s touch 

experience (e.g., Gazzola & Keysers, 2009; Keysers et al., 2004, 2010), and those 

implementing conflict between the location of own and the other’s observed touch (e.g., 

Deschrijver, Wiersema, & Brass, 2016, 2017). 

 

Methodological Equivalence to the Theory of Mind Domain: Perspective Taking, Moral 

Dilemmas, Lie Detection, Irony, Sarcasm and Humour 

 

Perspective taking has long been identified as an important social-cognitive skill next 

to mental state representation. This domain was initialised by the development of a social 

congruency paradigm: In the well-known Director task (Keysar, Barr, Balin, & Brauner, 

2000), participants listen to auditory instructions from another person (the ‘director’), who 

asks them to move particular objects in a specific direction. In some cases, the relevant objects 

are only visible to the participant and hence to be ignored (i.e., competitor objects) as they 

cannot be the target object that the director is referring to. The task usually compares looking 

times and erroneous behaviour in the condition with a ‘competitor’ object (where the 



 

perspective of the director on the target object is incongruent with that of the participant) 

versus that in which there is no ‘competitor’ object (where the perspective of the director on 

the target object is congruent with that of the participant). Just like in the Theory of Mind 

domain, dependent measures in these perspective conflict tasks are often (though not always) 

interpreted in terms of perspective representation (i.e., the ability to infer or ‘take’ the 

perspective of the director).  Similarly, a lack of effect in these measures is sometimes thought 

of as signifying that the participant did not represent of the other’s perspective. The design 

used in the perspective taking domain is however methodologically comparable to that of the 

Theory of Mind domain: Acting upon what the other can see (Keysar et al., 2000; Qureshi, 

Apperly, & Samson, 2010; Zwickel et al., 2011) may in part depend on conflict monitoring 

mechanisms after representation, rather than the latter per se. If own- and other-related 

perspective representations are present in both conditions, a neuroimaging contrast of an 

incongruent versus congruent perspective taking trials could isolate activity related to the 

change in alignment between the two perspectives, not to the representation of the other’s 

perspective per se (i.e., the perspective taking; e.g., Schurz et al., 2013). Correspondingly, 

incongruent (versus congruent) perspective taking trials have consistently revealed activity in 

the TPJ (Schurz et al., 2013) and neuromodulation of the area interferes with performance in 

the task (Nobusako et al., 2017). This suggests that also here, the TPJ may act as a common 

social conflict monitoring mechanism taking place after representation has occurred rather 

than as a representational one, while the neural locus of perspective representation as such is 

less clear. Even the term ‘perspective taking’, which primarily refers to the representation of 

a perspective, may perhaps be better phrased in terms of ‘perspective conflict monitoring’, as 

paradigms that methodologically isolate perspective representation per se require more 

development.  

 



 

Moral decision making is often discussed in terms of representational mechanisms, but 

investigated using tasks that can be understood in terms of social conflict processes instead. 

In a seminal study on moral judgements (Young, Cushman, Hauser, & Saxe, 2007), 

participants were confronted with a situation where a protagonist puts powder in a friend’s 

coffee believing that it is either sugar or toxic (i.e., neutral or negative belief state), after which 

the friend is either fine or dies (i.e., neutral or negative outcome). The authors showed that the 

condition of attempted harm (i.e., the protagonist believes the powder to be toxic but the friend 

is fine nevertheless) elicited more activity than the other three conditions in the TPJ (see figure 

4 of the paper’s supplementary materials). Similarly, participants with a higher TPJ-response 

to accidental harms (neutral belief – negative outcome) are more forgiving and attribute less 

blame for accidents, compared to participants with a lower TPJ-response (Young & Saxe, 

2009). Disruption by neuromodulation of the right TPJ relative to control site in the 

aforementioned paradigm, in addition, leads participants to specifically judge attempted harms 

(negative belief – neutral outcome) as less morally forbidden (Young, Albert, Hauser, Pascual-

leone, & Saxe, 2010). The TPJ activation was thus tied specifically to conditions that 

implemented mental conflict, such as attempted harms (negative belief – neutral outcome) and 

accidents (neutral belief – negative outcome). The authors stressed the necessity to represent 

the other person’s belief in these false belief situations, to decide how morally acceptable the 

situations were. However, this design is crucially different from a typical false belief task: In 

each of the conditions the other’s mental state is readily stated ( ‘Grace thinks that the powder 

is toxic’ or  ‘Grace thinks that the powder is sugar’). If the TPJ would be tied to other-related 

representation per se, activity in the area could be expected across all conditions. Instead, TPJ 

involvement only being tied to attempted harms and accidents in both neuroimaging and 

neuromodulation studies suggest that those participants who process the mismatch between 

their knowledge of the character’s belief (e.g., that the powder was sugar) and the outcome of 



 

their action in reality (e.g., the friend dying nevertheless) are more willing to grant the 

character forgiveness than those who do not process this mismatch. In sum, we suggest that 

these data emphasise that detecting the extent to which our understanding of a person’s 

motivations conflicts with our perception of its consequences in the world contributes to our 

sense of morality, rather than mental representation per se (Young et al., 2010, 2007; Young 

& Saxe, 2009). 

 

Representation of others’ mental states has in the past been suggested to play an 

important role in understanding complex language such as irony, lies (Sowden, Wright, 

Banissy, & Catmur, 2015) and humour (Samson et al., 2008; Samson, Hempelmann, Huber, 

& Zysset, 2009). In this context, the role of the TPJ has also been suggested to be in mental 

representation rather than in mental conflict monitoring. Yet, research on humour has a long 

history of incongruity theories (Ritchie, 2009), which assert that one needs to at least partially 

resolve an incongruity in order to understand the punch line of a joke. For instance, 

incongruity can arise from a clash between a certain set-up of the joke and the punchline (e.g., 

O’Riley was on trial for armed robbery. The jury came out and announced, “Not guilty”. 

“Wonderful”, said O’Riley, “does that mean I can keep the money ?”; Ritchie, 2009). Also 

here, one could assert that a difference is present between the world as understood by the other 

(i.e., the jury thinking that O’Riley is not guilty) and the actual state of the world outlined in 

the punchline (i.e., him actually being guilty). The task to understand this type of humour is 

thus one of social conflict monitoring (in TPJ) rather than of representation or mental state 

inference per se (note that also here, the jury’s mental state is readily given rather than 

inferred). Not surprisingly from this perspective, the processing of incongruity-resolution 

cartoons, in contrast to nonsense cartoons that did not involve social conflict, leads to more 

activation in areas around the TPJ bilaterally (Samson et al., 2008, 2009). Activation in TPJ 



 

is similarly linked to recognition of ironic communicative intentions (Bosco, Parola, 

Valentini, & Morese, 2017), where language is used to make a remark that mismatches the 

actual state of the world as understood by the listener (e.g., remarking that it is a beautiful day 

after rain and thunder suddenly appear), and for the detection of lies when the verbal 

information given by the speaker is inconsistent with one’s own knowledge of the truth 

(Sowden, Wright, et al., 2015). The functional relationship between the TPJ and the 

understanding of irony, lies, and certain types of humour may consist of an appreciation of 

the interplay between different types of social information verbally given by others and the 

world as understood by oneself – rather than reflecting the attribution of mental states to others 

per se. In sum, to understand that someone is joking, lying, ironic or sarcastic, one strictly 

speaking doesn’t need to infer what the other person is thinking: One can just listen and detect 

whether the verbal information provided by the other (i.e., the social information) mismatches 

one’s own knowledge of the world. If one fails to detect such mismatch, one will not recognise 

a joke, lie, or ironic/sarcastic remark for what it is. 

 

Overall, in this Section, we reviewed that in several social-cognitive domains that have 

had no history of implementing social representation designs before social conflict designs, 

effects obtained in social conflict designs have typically been interpreted in terms of other-

related representation. By reframing results in terms of social conflict monitoring rather than 

other-related mental representation when appropriate, the field would achieve consistency 

over different social-cognitive domains in how social conflict designs are typically 

interpreted, while our understanding of the processes involved significantly changes. A focus 

of research going forward may be to use a socially congruent condition as a baseline for 

isolating activity related to social conflict, across different domains of social cognition. 

 



 

Tying the Different Domains of Social Cognition Together 

 

In a fairly recent line of research, scholars have started to functionally relate the 

different fields of human social cognition to one another, suggesting that a mechanism within 

the TPJ may be common to them all (Brass et al., 2009; Hogeveen et al., 2014; Santiesteban, 

White, et al., 2012; Santiesteban et al., 2015; Santiesteban, Banissy, et al., 2012; Sowden & 

Catmur, 2015; Sowden & Shah, 2014; Sowden, Wright, et al., 2015; Spengler et al., 2010, 

2009). Yet, this tying together of different research domains has not always been with success 

so far, perhaps in part because of the hybrid theoretical framework implicit to the domain that 

places the role of conflict monitoring both prior and subsequent to mental representation.  

 

In one study (Santiesteban, White, et al., 2012), for instance, participants were trained 

to either imitate (i.e., represent other-related actions) or inhibit imitation (i.e., to monitor 

action conflict). It was hypothesised that training action conflict monitoring – but not training 

action representation – should positively affect people’s performance in a perspective taking 

task (the Director task) and a mentalising task not based on the Sally-Anne design (the 

triangles task). Such a hypothesis reflects an idea typical to a hybrid framework that lower-

level action conflict monitoring abilities (reflected in the action conflict monitoring paradigm) 

support the supposedly more high-level ability of representing others in mentalising and 

perspective taking tasks (Sowden & Shah, 2014). The group trained to monitor action conflict 

showed improved performance in measures of the Director task, yet no effect was found for 

belief verbalisation measures in the triangle mentalising task (Santiesteban et al., 2012). 

Imitation training (i.e., training action representation) did not have any effects on these 

measures. In accordance with the motivating assumption outlined above, the authors 

concluded that training action conflict monitoring enhances ‘the ability to adopt the 

perspective of others’ (i.e., representing the other’s perspective after dealing with perspective 



 

conflict), while suggesting that ceiling effects accounted for the null result in the verbalisation 

measures of the mentalising task (i.e., in representing the other’s mental state). However, as 

noted above, the dependent measures of the Director task (Keysar et al., 2000) involve a 

comparison of socially incongruent versus congruent eyetracking data (eyetracking of 

‘competitor’ versus ‘non-competitor’ objects), which we have argued reflect perspective 

conflict monitoring. Arguably, these results instead indicate that action conflict monitoring 

training enhances the participants’ processing of perspective conflict. In addition, the belief 

verbalisation task can be seen as implementing a dependent measure focussed on expressing 

the other-related mental representation in task that may involve latent mental conflict, 

meaning that it may capture other-related representation more strongly than the other 

paradigms. If the imitation inhibition training paradigm influences relational mechanisms in 

TPJ, one would not necessarily expect an effect on mental representation per se, as there may 

be different representational systems for the representation of others’ actions versus mental 

states (i.e., respectively the somatosensory and motor mirror neuron system versus so far 

unidentified areas for mental states). Similarly, one should not expect an effect of training 

action representation on a mental representation measure.  

 

A number of studies have targeted the TPJ via neuromodulation techniques in order to 

investigate functional relationships between different social-cognitive domains. Here, it was 

shown that neuromodulation of the activity in the TPJ influences action conflict monitoring 

(with transcranial magnetic stimulation, tDCS, Hogeveen et al., 2014; Nobusako et al., 2017; 

Santiesteban et al., 2015; as well as with transcranial magnetic stimulation, TMS,  Sowden & 

Shah, 2014), ‘competitor’ versus ‘non-competitor’ condition comparisons in perspective 

taking tasks (i.e., perspective conflict monitoring in the framework of the current paper, with 

tDCS, Nobusako et al., 2017; as well as with TMS, Santiesteban et al., 2015; Santiesteban, 



 

Banissy, et al., 2012), and performance in lie detection (i.e., monitoring socially inconsistent 

situations, with tDCS, Sowden, Wright, et al., 2015). The neuromodulation did not affect 

action imitation (i.e., action representation, with tDCS, Hogeveen et al., 2014) nor mental 

judgements about oneself or others (i.e., representation of own and other-related mental states, 

with TMS, Santiesteban et al., 2015; Santiesteban, Banissy, et al., 2012). This pattern of 

findings is consistent with the notion that TPJ is involved in conflicting monitoring processes 

more so than mental representation per se. Specifically, modulation of the TPJ appears to 

affect social conflict measures (of action-, perspective-, or mental conflict) but not 

representational measures (of actions or mental states per se). In sum, we think a careful 

application of social conflict interpretations for (latent) mental conflict measures, and social 

representation interpretations for representation-only measures, more parsimoniously 

explains why certain social-cognitive findings tie together, and why others do not. 

 

Overall, the neural substrates of social cognition have in the most influential meta-

analytic and theoretical papers been framed in terms of two distinct large-scale 

representational networks: The mirror neuron system, reflecting the representation of others’ 

actions in premotor and somatosensory areas amongst others (Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004), 

and the mentalising network (Van Overwalle, 2009; Schaafsma, Pfaff, Spunt, & Adolphs, 

2016; Schilbach et al., 2013), reflecting representation of others’ mental states in TPJ-areas 

(Apperly et al., 2004; Lombardo et al., 2007, 2011; Overwalle, 2009; Samson et al., 2004; 

Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe & Powell, 2006)). However, the neural mechanisms of social 

cognition can be re-considered in light of the distinction between representational and 

relational social cognition. Specifically, the neural substrates of social cognition may rather 

consist of one relational hub (i.e., the TPJ-area), which subserves a multitude of distinct large-

scale representational networks (i.e., of mental representation, perspective representation, 



 

etc.). This view follows earlier scholars that pointed out that different social-cognitive 

domains may share a common mechanism in TPJ (Brass et al., 2009; Hogeveen et al., 2014; 

Santiesteban, White, et al., 2012; Santiesteban et al., 2015; Santiesteban, Banissy, et al., 2012; 

Sowden & Catmur, 2015; Sowden & Shah, 2014; Sowden, Wright, et al., 2015; Spengler et 

al., 2010, 2009), but also contrasts with a notion where this is seen as a lower-level self-other 

distinction mechanism supporting a higher-level representation of mental states and 

perspectives located in the same area (Van Overwalle & Baetens, 2009; Schurz et al., 2013; 

Sowden & Shah, 2014). Note that the domains of moral reasoning, humour, irony, sarcasm, 

and lie detection all use designs where the other’s mental state is readily given (rather than 

inferred), and still consistently report TPJ involvement. This suggests that a common 

mechanism may compare any understanding of (verbally given or inferred) social information 

with one’s own information. From this view, it follows that social conflict monitoring is the 

‘higher-level’ skill in human social cognition, rather than social representation per se. If 

monitoring conflict, the TPJ area probably receives input from many different sources. For 

example, when monitoring action conflict, it may receive information from the motor cortex, 

whereas when monitoring mental conflict, it may receive information from (currently 

unidentified) areas involved in mental representation different from those involved in action 

representation. Those two sources of information are presumably connected to the TPJ 

through different neural pathways. As a consequence, one can imagine that the conflict 

resulting from those very different sources of information would be decodable within the TPJ. 

In the same regard, and on a more specific level, we think that properties of beliefs that are 

potentially represented in different areas or encoded differentially within certain areas of the 

brain (such as the perceptual source of information or strength of evidence; Koster-hale et al., 

2017; Koster-Hale, Bedny, & Saxe, 2014) might yield differentially decodable conflict within 

TPJ after following distinct neural pathways that lead to this area or after providing 



 

differentially decodable input. What this shows, is that the neural activations related to conflict 

monitoring may not be uniform across contexts, but are dependent on the inputs to the 

monitoring mechanism. 

 

 

 

 

Social Conflict Monitoring in Everyday Life 

 

With over 7000 citations for the most seminal of Sally-Anne studies (Baron-Cohen et 

al., 1985), the understanding of social conflict tasks, and of social cognition altogether, in 

terms of inferring mental representations, Theory of Mind or ‘mindreading’ (Apperly, 2010; 

Carruthers, 2013, 2016, 2017; Dziobek et al., 2006; Thompson, 2014) has spread well beyond 

the mentalising domain alone. In autism, an idea that social difficulties are tied to 

‘mindblindness’ or an inability to infer and afterwards represent others’ mental states has 

become almost factual in popular and scientific understanding. We have instead argued that 

the ability to neurally determine the correspondence of another’s social information with our 

own may provide us with the most essential information for social understanding. No two 

people ever see or experience the same events in exactly the same light: Human 

communication and understanding may not depend so much on inferring someone else’s 

mental state as such, but rather on getting an impression of how well our present information 

about them aligns with that of ourselves. An individual that does not fully process the 

difference with others’ line of thought, in contrast, may experience social difficulties.  

 

The enormous attention for mindreading in mentalising research (e.g., Apperly, 2010) 



 

has followed from early theoretical and empirical arguments (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985; 

Dennett, 1978; Premack & Woodruff, 1978) that the human mind is able to get to the content 

of what another individual is thinking by taking into account what this person has perceived. 

In certain social circumstances, one may indeed infer and use the content of another 

individual’s mental state in a social interaction: When you observe your company in a bar 

looking at an empty glass, for instance, it is reasonable to assume that this person is thinking 

about getting the glass refilled. In many other instances, however, the exact belief content of 

your partner will likely be difficult to just infer. In fact, research has shown that people are 

not much better than a coin toss when trying to discriminate others’ lies from truths if they do 

not hold the truth themselves (Bond & DePaulo, 2006), suggesting that actual ‘mindreading’ 

is a near impossible in some circumstances. Luckily, in many situations, access to another 

person’s truthful appreciation of the world is readily available via their speech, bypassing the 

need for inference per se. The ability to use different types of social information about the 

individual (actions, touch, pain, perspectives, verbally stated or inferred mental states) to 

assess whether an individual is on the same wavelength, may here be more advantageous than 

an ability to infer mental states indirectly. In this sense, sensory cues in social behaviour (e.g., 

in facial expressions) may also signal when another person is not on the same page, without 

revealing what it is exactly that this person is thinking. A person’s misunderstanding of our 

line of reasoning may signal a need to rephrase our own thoughts or make a move towards the 

other’s – regardless of knowing the exact content of the misunderstanding. Social cognition 

may thus depend more on how the mental state or other experience of the other person strikes 

us with regard to our own (i.e., as a relational process) rather than how we infer them (i.e., as 

a representational process).   

 

In individuals on the autism spectrum, social difficulties can range from an absence of 



 

reciprocity within conversations, to seemingly inconsiderate or ‘rude’ behaviours towards 

others and difficulties in understanding social relationships such as friendship and love 

(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Communicative differences are sometimes 

characterised by a lesser understanding of concepts such as irony, sarcasm and lies. It is not 

difficult to see how a lesser active social conflict monitoring could contribute to the social 

difficulties characteristic of autism. If less able to track the divergence of another’s mental 

state with one’s own after representing it, one may become less sensitive to the rhythm of 

social conversation: One may not notice that the context actually requires one to focus on the 

other person’s understanding of things, resulting in one persevering in one’s own line of 

thought. For instance, when a person tries to steer away the topic of conversation to their own 

interest, individuals on the autism spectrum may not process this social conflict as a cue to 

inhibit themselves in talking about their own interests. The reverse may occur as well: 

Understanding another’s mental state may interfere with a person on the autism spectrum’s 

own knowledge and beliefs, leading them to experience inhibition to verbalise these even if 

that were most appropriate for the context. Such an underlying  mechanism clearly differs 

from individuals on the spectrum being blind to others’ mental states altogether, and these 

exact differences in social reciprocity and back-and-forth conversation are amongst the core 

features of autism (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Even our ability to befriend 

someone, or fall in love with someone, may ultimately rely on detecting mental 

(mis)alignment: Repeated interaction with a person can allow us to more gradually develop 

an impression of whether this person is generally like-minded or not (Parkinson, Kleinbaum, 

& Wheatley, 2018), leading us to understand the nature of our relationship. Over longer 

timescales of mental conflict monitoring difficulties, in contrast, one may naturally end up 

feeling socially alienated rather than truly connected. In this sense, lesser mental conflict 

monitoring may be much subtler a social difficulty than pure ‘mindblindness’ (Baron-Cohen 



 

et al., 1985; Lombardo & Baron-Cohen, 2011; Lombardo et al., 2011; Senju et al., 2009). 

 

This framework may also shed light on clinical challenges of other populations: A 

multitude of patient groups other than autism show decreased TPJ activity or what may be 

other indications of mental conflict processing difficulties in social cognition tasks (e.g., in 

eyetracking measures), including those with a  diagnosis of schizophrenia (Das, Lagopoulos, 

Coulston, Henderson, & Malhi, 2012; Kronbichler, Tschernegg, Martin, Schurz, & 

Kronbichler, 2017; Lee, Horan, Wynn, & Green, 2016; van der Weiden, Prikken, & van 

Haren, 2015), Parkinson’s disease (Emre Bora, Walterfang, & Velakoulis, 2015), bipolar 

disorder (Bora, Bartholomeusz, & Pantelis, 2018; Bora & Pantelis, 2016), depression (Lee, 

Harkness, Sabbagh, & Jacobson, 2005), specific language impairment (Nilsson & de López, 

2016) and eating disorders (Bora, 2016; Cazzato, Mian, Serino, Mele, & Urgesi, 2015). Our 

theoretical framework suggests that, at least for some social difficulties, an atypical mental 

conflict mechanism (but not necessarily lacking other-related mental representation or 

‘mindblindness’) may lie at their heart. Though one always needs to be careful with deriving 

clinical instructions from basic research questions, our framework hints towards the 

importance of developing a clinical practice that treats mental conflict processing difficulties 

as relevant to everyday social issues. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Altogether, we have emphasised the role of relational aspects of social cognition, 

namely, for instance how we monitor the correspondence between our own and other people’s 

mental states during social interactions, after our brain takes note of them. This is largely 

based on a relational reinterpretation of the past 40 years of false belief data in terms of mental 



 

conflict monitoring rather than inference of another’s mental representation. This reframing 

is important to how we understand experimental design in the study of social cognition, and 

the specific mechanisms that are revealed by neuroimaging data in this domain and which 

may underlie differences in behavioural performance and neural responses in clinical cohorts 

and across developmental trajectories. Based on this, we highlighted three key advances for 

the social-cognitive domain: We have argued specifically for the role of TPJ as a neural 

mechanism that potentially monitors mental conflict specifically, rather than enacting the 

representation of other people’s mental states per se. Further, we have argued that individuals 

on the autism spectrum may not experience complete ‘mindblindness’, while atypical effects 

in false belief data of young children and of non-human primates may not indicate lacking 

representational abilities either. Reframing the core neural mechanisms of mentalising in this 

way has consequences for the larger social-cognitive domain, including in the fields of 

perspective taking, moral judgements, lie detection, humour, irony and sarcasm. A greater 

consistency in the use of relational interpretations for social conflict data holds promise for 

furthering our understanding of how different social-cognitive domains are tied together. 

Moreover, broader fields like legal topics (Kliemann, Young, Scholz, & Saxe, 2008), animal 

cognition (Call & Tomasello, 2008; Premack & Woodruff, 1978), cultural studies (Callaghan 

et al., 2005) and economics (Robalino & Robson, 2012) have adopted the traditional emphasis 

on mental state inference as core to how we understand others. In the long run, if the 

alternative framework that we propose holds, these disciplines may also need to accommodate 

a central role of relational mentalising in human social cognition. If mindreading per se is less 

instrumental for navigating the social world than previously thought, relational mentalising 

opens up potential new avenues for psychological science and beyond. 

 

 



 

Tables 

 

Basic assumptions Representational framework Relational framework 

Core cognitive 

mechanism? 

 

 
 

Inferring the other-related 

representation 

e.g., Theory of Mind, mental state 

inference, ‘mindreading’ or 

perspective taking 
 

Social conflict monitoring  

e.g., mental conflict monitoring 

 

 

 

Timing of social conflict 

monitoring? 

 

 

 

 

Before other-related representation 

e.g., perceptual conflict detection 

required for mental representation 

or for perspective taking  

 

 

 

After other-related representation 

e.g., conflict monitoring needed after 

other’s action is represented next to 

own action representation in mirror 

neuron areas 

 

Neural representation of 

socially congruent other? 

 

 

Not necessarily 

e.g., another’s belief or perspective 

may not be represented when it 

matches with our own 

 

Yes 

e.g., another’s congruent action, 

perspective or belief is represented 

 

Dependent measures 

primarily reflect? 

 

 

Other-related representation 

abilities 

 

 

Social conflict monitoring abilities 

after representation (some focus more 

strongly on the expression of the own 

or other-related representation) 

 

Aim of control condition? 
 

 

 

 

Isolating other-related 

representation from non-mentalistic 

conflict processes  

e.g., via physical conflict condition  

 

Isolating social conflict from 

preceding representational processes 

e.g., via congruent action or true 

belief condition 

 

Likely cause of atypical 

effects in a socially 

incongruent situation? 

Lacking other-related 

representation 

e.g., atypical false belief or 

perspective taking result signifies a 

lack of other-related representation 

Inactive conflict monitoring 

mechanism (can follow from lacking 

other-related mental representation, 

but not necessarily) 

e.g., atypical false belief result 

signifies an inactive mental conflict 

monitoring mechanism, which may 

have followed from a lacking other-

related representation, but not 

necessarily 

 

Table 1. Basic assumptions for a representational versus relational framework in the context of a social 

congruency paradigm. Note. Examples are provided in italics. 

  



 

 

 Population with lacking 

other-related 

representation+  
 

All dependent measures 

reflect other-related 

mental representation*   
 

No effect of other’s mental 

state  

 

Table 2. Predictions for performance in a false belief condition under the assumptions of a representational 

framework (i.e., in terms of them primarily reflecting mental representation).  

 

*Dependent measures can be considered implicit (e.g., looking times) or explicit (e.g., belief verbalisations). It 

has been proposed that difficulties with other-related representation may be compensated for more easily in the 

latter compared to the former. 

+Lacking representations may follow from ineffective detection of perceptual conflict. 

 

  



 

 Population with lacking 

other-related 

representation 

Population with ineffective 

mental conflict monitoring 

Dependent measure 

focussed on expressing 

other’s mental states 

(e.g., verbalising other’s 

belief) 

No effect of other’s mental 

state 

 

Less influence of other’s 

mental state  

 

Dependent measure 

focussed on expressing 

participant’s own mental 

states (e.g., verbalising own 

belief or measuring 

expectations about a 

target’s location with RTs) 

 

No effect of other’s mental 

state 

 

More influence of other’s 

mental state  

 

Dependent measure 

without any inherent focus 

 (e.g., neuroimaging) 

No effect of other’s mental 

state 

 

No processing of mental 

conflict  

 

Table 3. Predictions for performance in a false belief condition compared to a true belief condition under the 

assumptions of a relational interpretation for social congruency data (i.e., primarily reflecting social conflict). 

 

Dependent measures used in a false belief condition reflect social conflict monitoring rather than mental 

representation per se. Lacking mental representations should lead to a consistently lacking effect of the other’s 

mental state in data of all dependent measures. With an inactive conflict monitoring system, the influence of the 

other’s mental state may vary, however, depending on the dependent measure used. We indicated in grey the 

situations where an inactive common conflict monitoring system could potentially lead to inconsistent results.  

 
  



 

 Isolated process(es) under 

representational framework  

Isolated process(es) under relational 

framework 

True belief 

condition 

Other-related representation coinciding 

with perceptual conflict monitoring 

Mental conflict monitoring 

Physical conflict 

condition 
e.g., false photograph 

condition 

Other-related representation 

 

Other-related representation, own 

representation and mental conflict 

monitoring 

 

Other conditions  Other-related representation coinciding 

with perceptual conflict monitoring 

 

Other-related representation, own 

representation, mental conflict 

monitoring and (perhaps) perceptual 

conflict monitoring 

 

 

Table 4. Control conditions most commonly used for the false belief condition in neuroimaging studies, and what 

they are thought to isolate under a representational versus relational interpretation framework.  

 

We indicated in grey the control condition preferred under each respective framework.  
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Table 5. Studies that used a true belief condition as a control for the false belief condition.  

We conducted a systematic review in the database Web of Knowledge. We performed a keyword search with 

the keywords “theory of mind’, “mindreading”, “false belief”, “mentalising” or “mentalizing” and one of the 

keywords “neuroimaging” “functional magnetic resonance”, “fMRI”, “positron emission tomography”, or 

“PET”. We focussed on studies that have used a typical false belief manipulation, where an agent has a belief 

that conflicts with the participant’s and with reality. Studies were only selected if they experimentally contrasted 

a socially incongruent (false) belief condition against a socially congruent (true) belief condition. We did not 

select studies which focused on ‘second order’ false beliefs (‘x thinks that y thinks that…’). The search was 

limited to studies published until May 2020.  If a study included a clinical group next to a neurotypical one, we 

included results of the contrast in the neurotypical control group. If a study reported more than one contrast 

involving a false and true belief condition, we selected the one best corresponding to contrasts reported in the 

other studies. Mind that the specific contrast selected may not have been the focus of the respective study, such 

that the results from the false belief versus true belief contrast we focussed on usually differ from the ‘key 

finding’ as noted in the study, which we also reported in the table. FB = false belief, TB = true belief, mPFC = 

medial prefrontal cortex; TPJ = temporoparietal junction.  Mind that Boccadoro et al., (2019) report in part on 

datasets also discussed by Bardi et al. (2017) and  Nijhof et al. (2018). Note that the studies listed in the table 

differ in whether they employ a fully balanced design or not. 

  



 

 Conceptual focus typical for the 

domain  

Conceptual focus under a relational 

framework 

Action conflict domain Action conflict  Action conflict 

 

Touch conflict domain  

 

 

Touch conflict 

 

Touch conflict 

Empathy conflict domain Pain conflict Pain conflict 

 

Theory of Mind domain 

 

Other-related mental 

representation 

 

Mental conflict 

 

Perspective taking domain 

 

Often other-related perspective 

representation 

 

Perspective conflict 

 

Morality domain 

 

Other-related mental 

representation 

 

Conflict between other’s intention/belief 

statement and the self-perceived 

outcome of other’s action in the world  

 

Lie detection domain 

 

Other-related mental 

representation 

 

Conflict between other’s verbal 

statement and own knowledge of truth 

 

Irony/Sarcasm domain 

 

Other-related mental 

representation 

 

Conflict between other’s verbal 

statement and own knowledge of actual 

state of the world  

 

Humour domain 

 

Other-related mental 

representation 

 

Conflict between other’s statement and 

own knowledge of actual state of the 

world in the punchline  

 

 

Table 6. Social-cognitive domains that have a social congruency paradigm as their main methodological design, 

their typical focus for interpreting a socially incongruent condition, and the conceptual focus of interpretation 

under a relational framework.  

 

We indicated in grey the domains where the typical conceptual focus for data interpretation aligns with the 

methodological focus of the paradigm already, that is, in social conflict. 
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